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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Kysor Industrial Corp., Superfund site is located in Cadillac, Michigan, in an industrial park
that is approximately one square mile in area. In addition to the Kysor Industrial Corp. (Kysor
Industrial or Kysor) site and another Superfund site, the Northemaire Plating site, over 40 other
manufacturing plants are located in the industrial park. The primary concern at the Kysor site is
groundwater contaminated with volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The intent of the remedy
was to address six commingled groundwater plumes arising from releases of waste from Kysor
Industrial Corporation and three other facilities.

The municipal well field for the City of Cadillac is located approximately 2500 feet northeast of
the Kysor site. Since 1993, re-occurring detections of the VOC, trichloroethylene (TCE), have
been found in one of the seven wells in the City well field. It has not been definitively concluded
whether the VOC in the municipal well is due to the Kysor site, to a facility to the east of the
Kysor site, or to a commingling of the two groundwater plumes.

The cleanup of the Kysor Industrial site included installing a soil vapor extraction system to
address contaminated soils in an area behind the Kysor plant, extracting and treating
groundwater, and implementing access and use restrictions related to well drilling and
groundwater use. The Unilateral Administrative Order for Kysor Industrial Corporation also
specified that soils and drummed waste at a nearby property that received waste from Kysor had
to be cleaned up also.

The remedy for the Kysor site is protective of human health and the environment in the short
term. Current exposure pathways are not complete, and the remedy is functioning as planned. A
partial excavation of soils, along with the soil vapor extraction system, addressed the risks
associated with direct contact with and ingestion of contaminated soil. These actions have also
eliminated areas of significant soil contamination that would otherwise act as a continuing source
of groundwater contamination and would work counter to the extraction and treatment system.

The groundwater treatment system is achieving all surface water discharge limits and
performance standards. Data indicate that the site groundwater plume may be migrating towards
a residential area where private wells still exist. Residential well samples collected to date,
however, have not shown evidence of contamination. Although attaining the groundwater target
cleanup levels established in the ROD is not expected to occur for a number of years, significant
clean-up progress has already been made. The VOC treatment system operates at a very high rate
of efficiency, and all groundwater exiting the system has been non-detect for total VOCs since the
system began operating in 1996.

In the long term, to ensure that the remedy for the Kysor site continues to be protective,
institutional controls regarding use of private wells in a subdivision north of the site must be
implemented and the effectiveness of existing institutional controls much be confirmed. An
Institutional Controls Study Plan wil l be developed to thoroughly evaluate the all of these issues.
Long-term protectiveness will be achieved when target cleanup levels are attained.

This is the second five-year review report for the Kysor Industrial site. The report covers the
Kysor site only. A separate five-year review report was prepared for the Northemaire Plating
Superfund site.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - 7 - September 2005
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Five-Year Review Summary Form

Site name (from WasteLAN): Kysor Industrial Corp.

USEPA ID (from WasteLAN): MID043681840

Region: 5 State: Ml City/County: Cadillac/Wexford County

NPL status: Final

Remediation status: On-going

Multiple Oils*: No Construction completion date: September 23, 1996

Has site been put into reuse? Yes. Although it is under new ownership, the Kysor Corporation
facility is still operating.

Lead agency: USEPA Region 5

Author's name: Mary Tierney

Author's title: Remedial Project Manager Author's affiliation: USEPA
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Review period:** 12/01/2004 to 9/30/2005

Date(s) of site inspection: April 26 and 27, 2005

Type of review: Post-SARA

Review number: Second

Triggering action: First Five-Year Review

Triggering action date (from WasteLAN): July 26,2000

Due date (five years after triggering action date): July 26, 2005

* ["OU" refers to operable unit.]
** [Review period should correspond to the actual start and end dates of the Five-Year Review in
WasteLAN.1
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Five-Year Review Summary Form, cont'd.

Issues:
(1) Institutional controls do not extend into a neighboring subdivision in Haring Township, which is
north of the Kysor site, where private wells still exist. Also, the adequacy of the current city
ordinance in place to restrict groundwater use, prevent well installation, and prohibit activities in the
area that would compromise the cleanup has not been confirmed.

(2) The groundwater extraction system for the Kysor site may not be adequately capturing
contaminated groundwater. In addition, it is possible that the system may be capturing a plume
emanating from a neighboring facility. If this is occurring, the achievement of cleanup will likely take
longer than expected. The plume from the neighboring facility is not covered by the Record of
Decision for the Kysor site. In addition, the facility is not a party to one of the USEPA Unilateral
Administrative Orders for the Kysor site and is not contributing to the cost of the cleanup.

(3) Discrepancies in air emission requirements for the groundwater treatment system are present in
site documents, and requirements may be inconsistent with standards.

Recommendations and Follow-up Actions:
(1) Prepare an Institutional Controls Study Plan to evaluate options for additional institutional
controls and necessary modifications to existing institutional controls. Conduct an inventory of private
wells to ascertain how many residences in the Township subdivision and other non-residential
establishments in the area are not connected to the municipal water line and how many still have
private wells. Document the uses of private well water. Determine if Haring Township has any
means, such as the ability to pass an ordinance, to prohibit private well installation and place
restrictions on groundwater use in the areas of the subdivision under which the plume may have
migrated. Ensure that every effort is made to have as many residents as possible connect to
municipal water and have their wells properly abandoned and sealed. In addition, the Institutional
Controls Study Plan will evaluate the overall effectiveness of the institutional controls in place, as well
as those that may be implemented in the future, to ensure long-term protectiveness of the remedy.

(2) Re-evaluate capture zone analysis and/or design of extraction well system if determined either or
both would be useful. State has filed and will continue to enforce a Consent Judgment against the
facility that is the source of the plume possibly being captured by the Kysor remediation system.

(3) Review air emission standards to determine the most appropriate requirements for the Kysor
site. Verify estimated pounds per hour of VOCs in the discharge to the air from the treatment plant.

Protectiveness Statement(s):
The remedy at the Kysor Industrial site is protective of human health and the environment in the
short term. To ensure continued protectiveness, institutional controls must be implemented to restrict
installation and use of private wells in the subdivision north of the site, and adequacy of existing
restrictions are confirmed. Long-term protectiveness will be attained when it is confirmed that the
current extraction system is capturing all VOC-contaminated groundwater from the plumes related to
the Kysor Industrial site, when groundwater cleanup levels are achieved, and when institutional
controls are implemented.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - 11 - September 2005
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KYSOR INDUSTRIAL CORP. SUPERFUND SITE
WEXFORD COUNTY, MICHIGAN

FIVE-YEAR REVIEW REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

Authority and Purpose
The purpose of a five-year review is to determine whether the remedy at a site is protective of
human health and the environment. The methods, findings, and conclusions of reviews are
documented in five-year review reports. In addition, five-year review reports identify issues
found during the review, if any, and identify recommendations to address those issues.

EPA is preparing this five-year review report pursuant to CERCLA §121 and the National
Contingency Plan (NCP). CERCLA §121 states:

[ijfthe President selects a remedial action that results in any hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants remaining at the site, the President shall review such
remedial action no less often than each five years after the initiation of such remedial
action to assure that human health and the environment are being protected by the
remedial action being implemented. In addition, if upon such review it is the judgment of
the President that action is appropriate at such site in accordance with section [104] or
[106], the President shall take or require such action. The President shall report to the
Congress a list of facilities for which such review is required, the results of all such
reviews, and any actions taken as a result of such reviews.

EPA interpreted this requirement further in the NCP. 40 CFR §300.430(f)(4)(ii) states:

[i]f remedial action is selected that results in hazardous substances, pollutants, or
contaminants remaining at the site above levels that allow for unlimited use and
unrestricted exposure, the lead agency shall review such action no less often than every
five years after the initiation of the selected remedial action.

EPA, Region 5, conducted the five-year review of the remedy being implemented at the Kysor
Industrial Corp., Superfund site (Kysor Industrial site, Kysor site, or the site) in the City of
Cadillac, Wexford County, Michigan. This review was conducted by the USEPA Remedial
Project Manager, Mary Tiemey, with assistance from Scott Cornelius, Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality (MDEQ), and James Skipper, MDEQ, Cadillac District, from December
2004 through September 2005. This report documents the results of the review. The final review
report will be placed in the USEPA site files and at the local repositories for the Kysor Industrial
Corp., site at the Cadillac-Wexford County Public Library, 411 South Lake Street, Cadillac,
Michigan, and the Cadillac City-Municipal Complex, 200 North Lake Street, Cadillac, Michigan.
This is the second five-year review for the Kysor Industrial site.

The triggering action for this statutory review is the last five-year review completed on July 26,
2000. This five-year review is required due to the fact that hazardous substances, pollutants, or
contaminants remain at the site above levels that allow for unlimited use and unrestricted
exposure.
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II. CHRONOLOGY

Table 1. Chronology of Site Events

EVENT

Kysor Industrial Corporation begins operating

Disposal practices at Kysor include dumpin g barrels
of spent solvent directly on ground behind plant

Four Winns (Frisbie Street) begins operating

A.H. Joynt begins operating

Voluntary excavation of some soils from waste pits
behind Kysor plant and from nearby property

Hydrogeological Study, Kysor of Cadillac, Inc.

ROD (OU1) for Northernaire Plating site signed

MDNR inspection of Four Winns (Frisbie Street)

Proposal of Kysor Industrial Corp., site to NPL

OU1 remediation (Northernaire site)

General notice letters and 104(e) requests sent

FS for Cadillac area groundwater completed

ROD (OU2) for groundwater cleanup signed

Final NPL listing

UAO issued for remedial design of OU2

Remedial Design Additional Studies report

TCE detected above MCL in city drinking well

Explanation of Significant Difference (ESD)

Two separate UAOs for RA issued
(Kysor Industrial and Four Winns/A.H. Joynt)

Third UAO for RA issued
(Northernaire Plating)

On-site construction for OU2 begins

Groundwater extraction and treatment begins

Final inspection of RA construction by USEPA

Construction Completion

First five-year review completed

DATE

1955

As early as 1955 (exact date unknown) to 1980s

1975

1977

July 22 and 23, 1981

March 1982 (Phase I) and August 1983 (Phase II)

September 11, 1985

1986

June 24, 1988 (initially proposed in September 1985)

October/November 1988

May 20, 1988

August 1988

September 29, 1989

October 4, 1989

May 16, 1990

October 1992

1993

March 3, 1994

January 30, 1995

April 11, 1995

June 29, 1995

August 1996

September 19, 1996

January 24, 1997

July 26, 2000
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HI. BACKGROUND

Physical Characteristics
The Kysor Industrial Corp., site is about '/2 mile northwest and within the city limits of Cadillac,
Michigan (see Attachment 1, Figure 1). Cadillac has a population of about 10,000 and is
approximately 100 miles north of Grand Rapids, Michigan. The dominant physical feature of the
City is Lake Cadillac, which is about three square miles in area.

The Kysor Industrial Corp., site is located in one of Cadillac's industrial parks. The park is
approximately one square-mile in area and includes about forty manufacturing facilities, a
number of residences, municipal buildings, a trailer park, and a few light industrial/commercial
establishments. The City of Cadillac municipal well field is located in the center of the industrial
park. A subdivision borders the site to the north. The site is considered to include the plume
within the one square mile park area and the areas in Haring Township to which the plume has
migrated. There are no environmentally sensitive ecosystems in the immediate area of the site.

The former Kysor Industrial Corporation1, which is the name on which the Superfund site name is
based, was located at 1100 Wright Street, in Cadillac, Michigan. The Kysor property is about 30
acres in area, and is now owned and operated by BorgWarner. The Kysor Industrial site,
however, refers not only to the groundwater contamination originating from the Kysor facility on
Wright Street, but also from another location where the Kysor Corporation deposited waste, and
to three other groundwater contamination plumes as well. Some reports maintain that the two
Kysor Corporation plumes may be responsible for the majority of the groundwater contamination
being addressed by the cleanup of the Kysor site.

The first Kysor Corporation plume is due to disposal of wastes in two unlined lagoons behind its
plant on Wright Street. The second Kysor plume is due to waste disposal on the Leo Ingraham
property, a private residential property located 1500 feet northwest of the Kysor plant.

In addition to those plumes attributable to Kysor Corporation, there are additional plumes
included as part of the Kysor site from releases at three facilities: Four Star Service Corporation
(Four Star), Four Winns (Frisbie Street), and Four Winns/A.H. Joynt. All are hydraulically
downgradient from the Kysor Corporation location. Four Star and Four Winns/A.H. Joynt are
northeast of Kysor and Four Winns (Frisbie Street) is directly north of Kysor.

Groundwater in the commingled plumes is contaminated by a number of VOCs, with
trichloroethylene (TCE), 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA), and tetrachloroethene (PCE) being
the main contaminants. The approximate extent of the plume2 being addressed by the remedial
action for the Kysor Industrial site is 4000 feet in length (north to south and beginning at the
Kysor Corporation property) and, at its' widest (east to west), 2500 feet in width. At its widest
point, the eastern boundary of the plume extends to the west edge of the City well field and the
western boundary extends approximately to Leeson Avenue (although some trace detects west of
Leeson have been seen). (See Attachment 1, Figure 2, for features in the area of the site). The

1 Throughout this report, references to the "Kysor Industrial Corp., site," the "Kysor Industrial site," the
"Kysor site," or the "site" all refer to the Superfund site, which includes a number of different facilities.
When referring to the Kysor Corporation itself, the terms "Kysor Corporation" or "Kysor" are used. In
some site file documents, the Kysor Corporation is also referred as "Kysor of Cadillac, Inc."
2 In this report, the commingled plumes from the facilities that are part of the Kysor site are referred to as a
single plume. If a groundwater plume from an ind iv idua l plume is being referenced, the name of the
specific faci l i ty is used, e.g., the "Four Winns (Frisbie Street) plume."
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municipal wells, however, draw water from about 340 feet below ground level (bgl), while the
greatest depth of the Kysor site plume is estimated at slightly over 200 feet bgl. In addition, a
clay confining layer is generally interpreted to be present over part of the plume area between the
intermediate aquifer and the aquifer from which the municipal wells draw.

A number of other facilities in the area are known or possible sources of groundwater
contamination; however, these are being addressed separately from the Kysor Industrial site. (See
Attachment 1, Figure 3). A partial list of other documented releases and sources of groundwater
contamination follows.

Paulstra/CRC Corporation, formerly known as Cadillac Molded Rubber, Inc. (Paulstra)
• Located at 600 Seventh Street and northeast of Kysor Corporation
• Rupture of above-ground storage tank containing TCE in 1984
• Installed recovery wells in 1984; operated until November 1986
• Involved in third-party lawsuit related to the Kysor site; dismissed from suit by Federal

District Court
• Installed additional extraction well in 2000 that is still operating

Mitchell Corporation
• 1400 feet east of and side-gradient to Kysor Corporation
• Began operating in late 1960s
• Investigation in 1991 indicates spill of tetrachloroethene (PCE) occurred in area of

former underground storage tank; date of release unknown
• Extraction well system installed to capture PCE plume
• Extraction system was recently shut down temporarily due to mechanical problems

Rexair, Inc.
• East-northeast of and side-gradient to Kysor Corporation
• Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)3 files indicate that approximately

twenty barrels containing unknown substances were stored outside the east side of the
facility; barrels appeared to be leaking

• In late 1980s, investigation of area groundwater revealed a plume, primarily TCE (nearly
100%), from the facility

• State of Michigan Consent Judgment in 1991
• Installed a number of extraction and monitoring wells
• Report prepared by MDEQ contractor and reviewed by three independent experts

maintains that Rexair extraction well system is not adequately capturing its plume,
leading to commingling with the Kysor site plume and resulting in the Kysor remediation
system capturing and treating part of the contamination arising from Rexair since 1997

Because of the number of groundwater plumes in the vicinity of the Kysor site, over a dozen
different parties have installed monitoring and extraction wells. A total of 340 wells are present
in the area. (See Attachment 1, Figure 4, for a depiction prepared by an MDEQ contractor of the
various plumes, and Attachment 1, Figure 5, for a map showing some of the wells in the area.)

Land and Resource Use
In USEPA documents, the industrial park in which the Kysor Industrial site is located has
historically been referred to as the "Cadillac Industrial Park" or the "Cadillac Industrial Park

1 MDNR is the predecessor agency to the Michigan Department of Environmental Qual i ty (MDEQ).
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Area." The park is approximately one square mile in area and is generally bounded by Thirteenth
Street to the north, Mitchell Street (Route 131) to the east, Wright Street to the south, and Leeson
Avenue to the west. (See Attachment 1, Figure 6). Kysor Corporation, the Ingraham property,
Four Winns (Frisbie Street), Four Winns/A.H. Joynt, and Four Star are located in the western half
of the Industrial Park.

Although the area is predominantly industrial, in addition to the more than 40 manufacturing
facilities, the park also includes garages and storage areas for the City of Cadillac, the City of
Cadillac municipal well field, a number of residences, a trailer park, and a baseball diamond. The
City of Cadillac municipal well field is approximately 1000 feet south of Thirteenth Street and
mid-way between Mitchell Street and Leeson Avenue.

Currently, the Four Star plant is inactive, the residence on the Ingraham property was torn down
and the lot is vacant, and Four Winns plans to use it as a storage facility and parking lot, Four
Winns (Frisbie Street) facility is still operating, the Kysor Corporation facility is an operating
plant owned by BorgWamer, and the Four Winns/A.H. Joynt is an operating plant that
manufactures fiberglass boats and is owned by Four Winns. Future land use for each of these
properties is projected to be industrial. The Ingraham property is unique in that it fronts Leeson
Avenue which has more commercial establishments and residential lots.

The land and resource use of primary concern near the site is groundwater that is used for
drinking. The City of Cadillac well field includes seven municipal wells and is the sole
community drinking water source for the City's 10,000 residents. (See Attachment 1, Figure 7).
One of the seven city wells has been shut down since 1994 due to detections of TCE in 1993.
Also, the residential area to the north of the Industrial Park, commonly referred to as the North
Park subdivision, is located in Haring Township, a charter township adjacent to Cadillac. A
number of the residences in the North Park area still operate private wells. Some of the residents
still use their wells for drinking water, but the exact number of wells used for drinking is not
known.

Studies of the area have shown that there are three distinct aquifers at, or near, the Kysor site. The
three aquifers are referred to as "shallow," "intermediate," and "well field" (or "deep"). The
shallow and intermediate aquifers consist of sand with some silty clay and gravel. Clay layers
separating the three aquifers from one another are present predominantly in the southwest part of
the Industrial Park. It appears, however, that the shallow and intermediate aquifers become
hydraulically connected northeast of the Kysor Corporation in the area near the North Park
subdivision.

The clay layer also appears to be absent in the vicinity of the City well field. The City wells draw
from a deep, predominantly sand aquifer. Flow in the shallow aquifer is generally to the north,
while flow in the intermediate is more to the northwest.

The closest surface water bodies to the site are the Clam River and Lake Cadillac. Both are
approximately % of a mile to the southeast. Some of the surface water drainage from the
Industrial Park ends up in a water retention pond located near Leeson Avenue, but the majority of
it flows south and east towards the Clam River.

The effluent from the groundwater treatment facility discharges via an outfall to the Clam River.
According to the application submitted to MDNR for National Pollutant Discharge and
Elimination System (NPDES) permitted discharge limitations, the river is protected for the
following uses: agricultural use, navigation, industrial water supply, cold-water fish, partial body
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contact recreation, and total body contact recreation. Currently, the main uses are recreation and
sport fishing.

History of Contamination4

Kysor Corporation began operating in 1955 at the location on Wright Street. The company
manufactured truck parts and temperalure control systems for the automotive industry. Processes
at the plant included stamping, machining metal parts, and painting. A variety of solvents,
degreasers and paints were used at the facility.

Two adjacent areas behind (north of) the plant were used as waste disposal areas. Some reports
refer to the areas as "lagoons" or "waste pits." Spent solvents were disposed of in these areas and
directly to the ground upgradient of a residential property northwest of the plant. The
contaminants from the Kysor plant included toluene; xylenes; ethylbenzene; TCE; 1,1,1-TCA;
and PCE.

Four Star operated from 1967 to 1979. Between 1979 and 1981, the site was used for storage.
During its operation, the plant manufactured polished aluminum and stainless steel trim for the
automotive industry. Steel was used as the primary raw material, and parts were stamped,
welded, and assembled into roll-formed or stamped products. TCE was used to clean the finished
parts. Soils collected at Four Star were found to contain elevated levels of 1,1,1-TCA; TCE;
toluene and methylene chloride. Water samples from the Four Star site indicated that PCE and
TCE were the principal contaminants released into groundwater.

The Four Winns plant on Frisbie Street began operating in the mid-1970s. Four Winns
manufactures fiberglass boats. Solvents and degreasers used in the manufacturing process
included acetone, methylene chloride, toluene, methanol, PCE, TCE, and 1,1,1-TCA. In an
inspection of the plant by MDNR in 1986, soils were found to be contaminated with these
contaminants as well as styrene, ethylbenzene and xylenes. 1,1,1-TCA is a compound typically
used in fiberglass hardening.

A.H. Joynt operated its facility on Thirteenth Street from 1977 to 1982. A.H. Joynt was an
automotive parts wholesaler and machine shop. Degreasers were used in their operations. Four
Winns bought the facility in 1982 and has operated the Four Winns' Cruiser Division at the
location since that time. In 1992, the State of Michigan found hazardous substances, including
TCE, in a concrete sump located at the Four Winns/A.H. Joynt property.

Initial Response
The Kysor Industrial Corporation was the facility at which the most significant actions were taken
prior to the remedial action specified in the ROD for OU2. Four Winns did conduct limited
investigations in 1986 and 1987, but no remediation is known to have been done. Under an
agreement later with the State of Michigan, Four Winns did install a number of monitoring wells
(designated by "FWMW"). Four Star completed a two-phase hydrogeologic study in 1983. The
26 monitoring wells (designated by "FS") installed did not extend more than 20 feet below the
water table (to approximately 52 feet bgl), so the plume was not considered adequately
characterized by MDNR. Additional wells installed by MDNR at this time were designated with
the prefix "DNR." At the Four Star sii:e, the MDEQ conducted soil vapor extraction to remove
contaminants, and the plant owner conducted a soil removal.

4 An expanded chronology is provided in Attachment 2.
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In 1980 and 1983, Kysor Corporation installed a series of borings and monitoring wells
(designated by "K") for hydrogeologic studies of groundwater contamination. On July 22 and 23,
1981, Kysor conducted a voluntary excavation of some of the contaminated soils from the two
disposal areas behind the facility. (See Attachment 1, Figure 8). Approximately 700 cubic yards
of soil were sent to a Type I landfill for disposal. The average depth of the excavation was six
feet, and the average depth to the water table is 25 feet in the area. Drums, buckets, rags, and
paint sludge were removed along with the soil.

When thirty soil samples from the former lagoon areas were analyzed in 1987 (six years after the
excavation), concentrations of total VOCs ranged from a low of 29 ug/kg to a high of 752,000
ug/kg. The depths of the borings ranged from 6 to 25 feet below ground level. On average, the
total concentration of VOCs in the thirty samples was almost 88,000 ug/kg (see Attachment 3).
The results showed that the contamination was made up primarily of toluene, xylenes, ethyl-
benzene, and TCE. 1,1,1 -TCA was also present at high concentrations in some of the borings.
PCE was for the most part between non-detect and 50 ug/kg in most samples, although in one
sample, it was at a concentration of 2,200 ug/kg. The highest concentrations of the five
predominant contaminants are listed below:

Toluene 95,000 ug/kg
Xylenes (total) 520,000 ug/kg
Ethylbenzene 68,000 ug/kg
TCE 74,000 ug/kg
1,1,1-TCA 24,000 ug/kg

Basis for Taking Action
Hazardous substances that have been released into groundwater and soil from the Kysor
Industrial site include acetone; methylene chloride; toluene; methanol; styrene; ethylbenzene;
xylenes; PCE; TCE; 1,1,1-TCA; 1,2-DCE; l,l-DCE;and 1,2-DCA.

The primary exposure pathway of concern at the site is via ingestion of groundwater. Evaluation
of the potential exposure and risk showed that a resident drinking groundwater from either the
shallow or the intermediate aquifer would be exposed to excess lifetime cancer risks in the range
of 10"5 to 10"3. In addition: (1) the eastern extent of the contaminated groundwater plume from
the Kysor Industrial site is close to the western boundary of the City of Cadillac municipal well
field; (2) TCE, a primary compound of concern at the Kysor site, has been detected in city well
#7 above the maximum contaminant limit (MCL) of 5 ug/1 on a number of occasions since 1993;
and (3) a number of residents in the North Park subdivision, where the northern extent of the
plume has migrated, still use their private drinking wells as either drinking water or for other
domestic purposes.

III. REMEDIAL ACTIONS

A ROD for operable unit #1 (OU1) was signed by USEPA in September 1985. This ROD related
to the Northernaire site and was a source control remedy that focused on removal of contaminated
soils and sediments. The OU1 remedial action took place in October and November 1988.

The second part of the investigation involved a broader look at the groundwater contamination in
the Cadillac Industrial Park area. The State-led, federally-funded study, "Cadillac Area
Groundwater Contamination Remedial Investigation," was completed in August 1988. Based on
these results, the ROD for OU2 for both the Kysor and Northernaire sites was signed on
September 29, 1989.
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Remedy Selection
The September 1989 ROD for OU2 addressed the groundwater contamination at both Superfund
sites. The ROD served as the second and final action for the Northernaire site and the first and
final action for the Kysor Industrial sit8. The predominant compound of concern at the
Northernaire site is hexavalent chromi urn, while contaminants in groundwater arising from the
Kysor site include a number of VOCs.

The OU2 ROD has two separate cover sheets, referred to as the "Declaration for the Record of
Decision," but the remainder of the document serves as a single ROD for both the Northernaire
and the Kysor Industrial sites. It was c.fter this ROD was signed that the sites began to more often
be referred to as the "Northernaire/Kysor" sites rather than by their individual names. One reason
why the sites were treated as one in the OU2 ROD was that the designs for the treatment systems
were developed jointly. Another reason was that plume from the Northernaire site was contained
within the Kysor site plume, so designing separated groundwater extraction systems would be
difficult. The chromium and VOC treatment systems are housed in one building and are operated
and maintained by the same party.

The components of the groundwater remedies required for each site were identical except that the
remedy for the Kysor site also called for the installation of a soil vapor extraction (SVE) system.
For the Kysor site, the OU2 ROD called for the following:

• Install a groundwater extraction and treatment system to remove groundwater
contamination from the area surrounding the site

• Conduct groundwater monitoring to assess the quality of area groundwater
• Install a vacuum extraction system to remove contamination from soils
• Impose access and use restrictions

The installation of the SVE system was the one component unique to the ROD requirements for
the Kysor site. Because an SVE system had been constructed at the Kysor property as part of a
pilot test, implementing this part of the OU2 ROD involved expanding the existing system.

The Statement of Work attached to the Unilateral Administrative Order (UAO) issued to Kysor in
January 1995 added one extra remedial component: addressing soil contamination, via removal or
otherwise, at the Ingraham property, where Kysor had disposed of a number of drums of waste.

Groundwater cleanup levels in the ROD, referred to as "target cleanup levels," for VOC
contamination in groundwater are:

Compound Target Cleanup Level (ug/1)
1,1.1-trichloroethane 200
trans-l,2-dichloroethene 70
1,1-dichloroethene 5
1.2-dichloroethane 5
methylene chloride 5
tetrachloroethene 1
trichloroethene 5
xylene 440
toluene 40
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Soil cleanup levels in the ROD for VOC contamination being treated by the SVE system are:

Compound Target Cleanup Level (mg/kg)
1,1,1-trichloroethane 7.6
trichloroethene 0.07
xylene 141
toluene 724

In 1994, USEPA signed an Explanation of Significant Difference (BSD) to document a slight
change in the remedy. The purpose of the ESD was to document the decision by USEPA to
include the contaminated groundwater from the Northernaire/Kysor site that had migrated into the
North Park subdivision area, which is to the north of the Cadillac Industrial Park, as part of the
site. The intent was not to change any of the required actions in the OU2 ROD, but was simply to
document that the current remedy would be addressing the further extent of the plume. The
cleanup established in the OU2 ROD and to which the ESD applies is the remediation of the
releases from the facilities to which USEPA issued a UAO. Through a mechanism put in place
by the City of Cadillac, other facilities in the Cadillac Industrial Park are also contributing to the
costs of the cleanup.

Remedy Implementation
A UAO for remedial design of OU2 was issued in May 1990. Nine parties, including
Northernaire Plating Company, were named on the Order. The other parties were: Top Locker
Enterprises, Inc., R.W. Meyer, Inc./Meyer Construction, Co., Willard S. Garyood, Kysor of
Cadillac, Four Winns Company, Four Star Corp., Jomar Company, and Leo Ingraham, Sr. The
remedial design addressed the work required in the OU2 ROD for both the Northernaire site and
the Kysor Industrial site and was finalized in March 1995.

In 1995, three separate UAOs for remedial action, each for a different group of potentially
responsible parties, were issued. By 1996, the groundwater extraction and treatment system, as
well as the SVE system at the Kysor site, were constructed and in operation.

Based on the findings of remedial investigative activities, the areas of contamination to be
addressed by this remedial action were:

• A VOC plume in the shallow aquifer containing up to 115 mg/1 of VOCs
• A less concentrated VOC plume (up to 12 mg/1) in the intermediate aquifer
• A hexavalent chromium plume at a depth of 150 feet bgl in the intermediate aquifer and

also in the shallow aquifer
• An area of soil contaminated with VOCs

The various components of the systems designed to remediate these areas are:

• A groundwater extraction system consisting of 16 wells (originally 17 wells; one is no
longer used due to low yield). (See Attachment 1, Figure 9).

• Associated pipelines to convey VOC and VOC/chromium-contaminated groundwater to
the treatment system

• A discharge pipe to convey treated groundwater to the Clam River
• A packed tower air stripping (PTAS) system to remove VOCs from groundwater
• A carbon adsorption system to remove hexavalent chromium from groundwater
• A treatment building to house the treatment system components
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• Expansion of a SVE and treatment system to remediate soils contaminated with VOCs at
the Kysor property

Air Stripping System for Removal of VOCs from Groundwater
For groundwater treatment, water entering the plant from the 16 VOC-extraction wells is sent
directly to the air stripping towers. The treatment system for removing VOCs from groundwater
consists of two packed air stripping columns. Both units are typically used in series. The second
may be used alone, however, if exiting air emissions meet requirements. The concentrations on
which the design of the air stripping system were based were those detected during the pilot tests
run in May 1991. At that time, TCE was present in the influent groundwater at an average
concentration of 1,190 ug/1, with a range of 970 to 1,430 ug/1. During the pilot test, which was
conducted over the course of four days in 1991, TCE was roughly 30 times greater than the next
most prevalent contaminant, PCE. Th; average concentration of PCE in the influent was 39 ug/1.

An influent concentration of 1,430 ug/1 for TCE was used as the basis for designing the air
stripping system for two reasons: One. it was the compound typically found to be at the highest
concentration in groundwater; and, two, it was determined to be the rate-limiting compound. The
treatment system was built to be able to reduce TCE in exiting groundwater to 5 ug/1.

Granular Activated Carbon System foi Removal of Hexavalent Chromium from Groundwater
The design consisted of one extraction well that pumps groundwater contaminated with
chromium that is conveyed via a separate piping system to the treatment plant. The water
entering the treatment plant from this well goes through the carbon adsorption treatment system
first and is then routed to the air stripping system. The treatment system for chromium includes
two granular activated carbon (GAC) contactors, a pH control system, and associated valves and
piping. Under normal conditions, the effluent from the chromium removal system is conveyed
directly to the influent line for the air stripper.

Discharge of Treated Groundwater to Clam River
Via gravity outfall piping, the effluent from the groundwater treatment system discharges to the
Clam River. (See Attachment 1, Figure 10). Alternatively, the treatment facility design includes
vertical turbine pumps which are designated as cooling water make-up pumps and may be used to
pump up to 800 gpm to the Co-generation Power Plant located 4,000 feet west of the facility.
Revenue from sales of cooling water to the Power Plant is used to help fund the costs of operating
the treatment plant.

An initial list of discharge limitations was provided by MDNR in the OU2 ROD. During
remedial design, however, the Respondents went through the formal application process with
MDNR, Surface Water Quality Division, to obtain final limits. A Substantive Requirements
Document (SRD) prepared by MDNR in 1994 and the new NPDES discharge permit issued in
1996 provided the discharge monitorirg requirements (DMRs) for the treatment plant. The
purpose of the SRD and the discharge permits were to establish requirements and limits for
discharging treated groundwater via ar outfall to the Clam River. For Superfund sites, the SRD
can substitute for receiving permits such as an air emissions permit or an NPDES permit. The
1994 SDR and 1996 permit provide the following limits for discharging to the Clam River:

Compound Daily Maximum (ug/1)
1, L, I -trichloroethane 5
1,2-dichloroethane 5
tetrachloroethene 5
trichloroethene 5
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Compound Monthly Average (ug/1)
Hexavalent chromium 8.3
Total chromium 59

In 2002, a reissued permit changed the DMR monthly averages for chromium to 12 ug/1
(increased from 8.3 ug/1) for hexavalent chromium and 92 ug/1 for total chromium (increased
from 59 ug/1). DMRs are requirements that are expected to be met as of the start of treatment and
throughout the remediation. Samples to test compliance with DMRs are collected at the Clam
River outfall pipe, after the treated groundwater travels through approximately 4,000 feet of
underground piping. However, it is the groundwater cleanup levels, referred to as target cleanup
levels (TCLs) in the ROD, which are the objectives the remedial action is intended to achieve and
which indicate ultimately when the cleanup will be considered to be completed. The TCLs are
compared to results of groundwater samples as the water exits the treatment systems.

For two of the compounds that have both a DMR limit and a TCL, the two limits are the same.
For one compound, the TCL is more stringent than the DMR, and for the other two compounds
the TCLs are less stringent than the DMR. The comparison between the TCLs and DMRs is
shown below:

• TCE and 1,2-DCA ROD cleanup levels are the same (5 ug/1)
• PCE ROD cleanup level is more stringent (1 ug/1)
• 1,1,1 -TCA ROD cleanup level is less stringent (200 ug/1)
• Hexavalent chromium ROD cleanup level is less stringent (50 ug/1)

SVE System for Removal of VOCs from Soil at the Kysor Plant
The SVE system at the Kysor plant consists of 23, four-inch-diameter extraction/induction wells
at a depth of approximately 25 feet and set approximately 5 feet above the water table. A
negative pressure is applied to the system by a mounted blower system. Collected vapors are
blown through two vapor phase carbon contactors in series, each containing 2,000 pounds of
vapor-phase carbon. The treated airstream is discharged through a four-inch stack. The system is
able to draw from four wells at any one time, with the remaining wells used as induction wells on
an alternating basis. On-site construction of the remedial action for the OU2 ROD began in June
1995. The groundwater treatment and extraction system and the SVE system began operating in
September 1996, and the first round of the quarterly monitoring program was completed in
November 1996.

Institutional Controls
Another component of the remedies for the Northernaire and the Kysor sites was to "impose
access and use restrictions." In the Statement of Work attached to the UAOs this requirement is
further defined to be "implementation of institutional controls in the form of deed restrictions
and/or enforceable ordinances." To meet this requirement, the City of Cadillac passed an
ordinance imposing restrictions on the real estate described in ordinance. The restrictions include
prohibiting installation of drinking water wells on the site and installation of any wells that might
interfere with the operation and maintenance of the groundwater extraction or treatment systems,
except with written consent by USEPA. The ordinance also prohibits tampering with or removal
of the containment or monitoring systems at the site. A copy of the ordinance, along with a
certification that it is stil l in effect, is in Attachment 4.
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In the late 1970s, when hexavalent chromium from releases at the nearby Northernaire Plating
site was found in on-site groundwater, residences located in the Industrial Park were connected to
the City of Cadillac municipal water system. The closest off-site residences are in the North Park
subdivision across Thirteenth Street, which forms the northern border of the Industrial Park. (See
Attachment 1, Figures 2 and 11.) When the ROD was written in 1989, data indicated that
contaminated groundwater had not migrated beyond Thirteenth Street. In more recent years,
however, VOCs have been detected in monitoring wells near and in the subdivision. Although
the City of Cadillac passed the ordinance restricting groundwater use and well installation in the
Cadillac Industrial Park, because the North Park subdivision is in Hating Township the ordinance
does not cover these wells. In the past, residents who still had private wells were made aware of
the potential threat and were advised to connect to the municipal water line. Some connected to
municipal water, however, it is reported that some residents still maintain their own wells for
non-drinking water purposes, such as \vatering gardens. It is not known whether any residents
still use their private wells for drinking or whether there are other, non-residential establishments
north of the site that still operate and use private wells.

One of the recommended follow-up actions included in this report (see Table 6) is to develop an
Institutional Controls Study Plan. This plan will serve not only to review issues, but will propose
options for addressing them. The plan will also include developing timelines for the
implementing the approved approach(es) and carrying out the necessary steps to put the
institutional controls into effect. Regarding the city ordinance, examples of the types of
information that the plan will need to document are: the methods used to monitor compliance
with and enforce the ordinance; whether there have been any instances of non-compliance, and, if
so, what action was taken; whether there is a plan in place for notifying USEPA if the ordinance
is changed, and, if not, developing a plan; whether any variances to the ordinance have been
granted; and assessing, overall, whether the ordinance has been effective and is the best approach
for achieving the intended objective of the ROD.

The Institutional Controls Study Plan \vill also address the lack of institutional controls regarding
private wells in the North Park subdivision. If Haring Township is able to pass an ordinance to
impose use restrictions in the area, some of the same questions as listed above for the city
ordinance will need to be answered. Because an ordinance may only be able to restrict use that
occurs in the future, solutions for the current situation will also need to be devised.

As stated above, attempts were made in recent years to encourage residents in the North Park area
who have wells to connect to the municipal water system. This is one approach that should be re-
evaluated in the Institutional Controls Study Plan. Based on the results of earlier efforts,
however, a contingency plan would also need to be developed for cases where residents may
choose to not abandon their private wells. An inventory of wells in the subdivision, to determine
the exact number of existing wells, their approximate depths, if known, and how the water from
the well is used, will be one of the first steps taken.

Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
Routine maintenance of the wells, extraction wells, SVE system, and groundwater treatment plant
is done by the employees of the City of Cadillac. Some of the routine checks and maintenance
are checking and replacing oil, belts, heat tape, worn valves and packing; cleaning roof-top
heating un i t ; pull ing and cleaning extraction wells if needed, and checking wells for freezing,
damage, secured locks, and extraction well failure. Daily bench logs are kept up-to-date. Logs
and data are electronically stored. One particular monitoring well, F-10S, has not been sampled
lately due to the field crew not being able to locate it. It is suspected that the well may have been
paved over by a property owner. One of the shallow VOC extraction wells, S-7, is not
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operational due to the lowering of the water table at the location by the pumping of the other
extraction wells.

During the initial two years of operation, sampling frequency was quarterly. Annual monitoring
began in October 1998. Several intermediate wells (F-6, CMS-5W, and MW-18) are still
monitored on a quarterly basis. Currently, 23 shallow and 23 intermediate wells are included in
the groundwater monitoring program. (See Attachment 1, Figure 12, for extraction well
locations. Wells with a well name enclosed in a rectangle are those wells that extract VOC-
contaminated groundwater.) In the 1995 Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP), 27 shallow wells
were designated as monitoring wells, but four wells, DNR-10S, FS-1-10, SLW-1, and S-7, have
since been eliminated from the program. The PMP also called for 27 wells in the monitoring
program. Two additional wells, 1-11 and CMS-5W, were added to the program when sampling
began in 1996, and between 1997 and 2001, a number of wells were eliminated from the
program, including K-12, F-2, F-4D, GW-9D, GW-10D, and MW-18.

The current sampling program to monitor the progress in cleaning up the VOCs in the shallow
and intermediate aquifers includes:

• Annual sampling of 17 shallow monitoring wells
• Annual sampling of 12 deep monitoring wells (3 of these are sampled quarterly)
• Annual sampling of 6 shallow extraction wells
• Annual sampling of 11 deep extraction wells
• Monthly sampling at the treatment plant of the influent, midpoint and effluent flows
• Weekly sampling of effluent for compliance with DMRs
• Annual static water level measurements at about 100 wells

A construction summary for the extraction wells is in Attachment 5. Generally, shallow wells are
screened between 35 and 70 feet bgl, and deep wells are screened between 120 to 200 feet bgl.

Air emission samples exiting the SVE system are analyzed for VOCs as part of O&M
requirements. The PMP requires that soil sampling be conducted quarterly to evaluate the
progress of the SVE cleanup. The samples would be collected at five-foot intervals. Initially
after the system began operating, two soil sampling locations would be identified in each area for
VOC analysis. As cleanup progresses, the number, location and frequency of sampling could be
modified. Borings collected after cleanup has progressed would be located throughout the area of
remediation and near the boundaries. Each soil sampling location would be a point of compliance
for soil cleanup.

Air emission sampling requirements during O&M for the air stripping towers were not
established in the OU2 ROD. The ROD states that the PTAS system would be considered a
source of air contamination and would necessitate compliance with substantive requirements for
installation and operation of an air stripping unit. The State of Michigan establishes maximum
allowable emission rates from new sources of VOCs on a case-by-case basis. In the 1995 PMP, it
stated that the "ROD did not specify air discharge requirements for the treatment facility, but that
VOC emissions would be calculated based on flow and the differences between influent and
effluent VOC concentrations." The report specified that air emissions from the air strippers were
not to exceed the following:
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Parameter
Hexavalent chromium
TCE (Stripper 1)
TCE (Stripper 2)
Total VOCs
Opacity

Rate
0.00007 Ib/hour
38.8 rng/cubic meter and 0.487 Ib/hour
2.4 mg/cubic meter and 0.101 Ib/hour
0.95 Ib/hour
0%

As part of the follow-up actions to this review related to air emission requirements, evaluating
potential loading increases to the treatment system may be recommended. This will help assess
the ability of the system to effectively treat a greater volume of contaminated groundwater, in
case a reassessment of the plume shows it is larger than currently estimated.

Costs and Operation
Approximate annual costs of O&M for both the Northernaire and Kysor sites are shown in the
table below. Omitting the first partial year of operation and the estimated budget for 2006, the
average amount spent per year is approximately $222,000. The estimate for annual O&M
expenditures in the 1989 ROD was $125,000. In fiscal years 2004 and 2005, the costs of
contractual expenses and utilities comprised from 50 to 65% of the total annual expenditures. On
average since 2001, almost 900 staff-hours per year have gone into running and maintaining the
remedial action. Capital and construction costs were significantly less than expected (about $1.3
million) and came in very close to the amount projected in the OU2 ROD.

Table 2. Approximate Annual Operations/O&M Costs (fiscal year ending June 30)

Dates

From

9/1996

7/1997

7/1998

7/1999

7/2000

7/2001

7/2002

7/2003

7/2004

7/2005

7/2006

To

6/1997

6/1998

6/1999

6/2000

6/2001

6/2002

6/2003

6/2004

6/2005

6/2006

6/2007

Total Cost

$110,000

$225,000

$190,000

$270,000

$160,000

$210,000

$240,000

$240,000

$235,000

$230,000

$275,000 (proposed)

Typically, Respondents to a UAO incur the fu l l costs and responsibility for constructing the
remedy and conducting O&M. For the Northernaire and Kysor sites, however, a public/private
sector partnership was formed to address the cleanup. Although the City of Cadillac was not
identified by USEPA as a potentially responsible party (PRP) and is not a Respondent to a
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USEPA UAO, it has taken the lead in constructing and operating the remedy. Using State
legislation, the City of Cadillac formed a Local Development Financing Authority (LDFA) to
facilitate construction of the remedy and assist with the capital expenditures of building the
treatment system. The development project that was the catalyst for the formation of the LDFA
was the construction of the Co-generation Power Plant. Revenue generated through tax increment
funding (TIP) authorities, and funds from $7.4 million in bonds issued by the City, helped to
finance the remedial construction. The bonds were paid off in March 2005.

To finance the annual costs of operating the plant, the City established a Special Assessment
District. Annual costs include running the plant, conducting monitoring, and any unexpected
costs (see Attachment 5). The area covered by the Special Assessment District coincides to a
certain extent with the area of the Cadillac Industrial Park. All non-exempt property owners,
which include the City of Cadillac, within the Special Assessment District pay a yearly special
assessment in addition to their property taxes. An example of an exempt party would be a
resident. Within the LDFA, the non-exempt properties identified as contributing to the
contamination are collectively responsible for 75% of the total operational costs; the other
property owners in the Industrial Park are responsible for paying the remaining 25%. The portion
each facility pays is based on the acres of property owned.

In addition, revenues from the sale of treated groundwater to the Power Plant for its cooling
processes also go towards annual operating expenditures. Further description of the LDFA
Remediation Project and a diagram showing the Special Assessment District is in Attachment 6.

V. PROGRESS SINCE THE LAST FIVE-YEAR REVIEW

Table 3. Actions Taken Since the Last Five-Year Review

Recommendations From
Previous Review

Party Responsible Action Taken

Continue groundwater treatment Respondents On-going

Evaluate groundwater for
contaminant trends

Respondents

Evaluation of trends included in
annual monitoring reports; also,
in response to a related legal case
that MDEQ is handling,
contractors for MDEQ have
completed an additional
investigation of the multiple
groundwater plumes in the area
and summarized their findings in
a report, a technical memo and a
PowerPoint presentation; further
trend analyses will be
recommended

Analysis of monitoring well
network

Respondents

MDEQ had several additional
wells installed related to a
neighboring plume; no other
changes made to monitoring
network; review of the network
with more recent data wil l be
recommended
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Recommendations From
Previous Review

Party Responsible Action Taken

Review extraction and treatment
system for optimization

opportunities

Respondents
One GAC unit is now used for
the chromium treatment train; no
pH adjustment is necessary;
NaOH and HC1 tanks emptied in
2001

Review request to decrease
cleanup level ARAR for PCE

USEPA/MDEQ
In many cases, lower cleanup
level is already being met; may
reevaluate to determine if any
change is necessary

VI. FIVE-YEAR REVIEW PROCESS

Administrative Components
MDEQ and the City of Cadillac LDFA were notified of the initiation of the five-year review in
October 2004 and December 2004, respectively. The preparation of the Kysor five-year reviews
was led by Mary Tierney, USEPA, with assistance and review provided by Scott Cornelius,
MDEQ, and James Skipper, MDEQ. USEPA was the lead-Agency for the review.

The components of the five-year review schedule include:

• Community Notification
• Document Review
• Data Review
• Site Inspections
• Report Development and Review

Community Involvement
A Public Notice was published on May 18, and 23, 2005, in the Cadillac News announcing that a
five-year review of the Kysor site was to be conducted. Community meetings and interviews
with residents and City officials were held on April 26 and 27, 2005. Several residents said their
impression of the problem was that it was being handled very well by the City. Residents were
supportive of the approach the City was using, that is, how they had developed a creative way to
solve the Superfund problem and had formed partnerships with the industries in the Industrial
Park to clean the groundwater.

The City has been very satisfied with the progress of the cleanup and has requested that MDEQ
and USEPA evaluate the proposal for shutting down the chromium treatment system and for
doing preliminary soil sampling as part of the first step to developing a closure plan, if sample
results support it, for the SVE system. They would also like the cleanup level for PCE to be
reduced based on the level published in a ROD for another Superfund site in Michigan.

One citizen voiced serious concerns about the groundwater plume from the Rexair facility. She
felt confident that the contamination from the Northernaire and Kysor sites was being cleaned up
and that the treatment was running smoothly, but her perception was that the cleanup of the
Rexair plume was not going as well, and she was concerned that the problem Rexair was creating
might end up being worse than the Superfund problem. She was also concerned about air
emissions from a nearby power plant.
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Document Review
This five-year review consisted of a review of relevant documents including RODs, the ESD,
investigatory reports and studies, correspondence, memoranda, O&M records, construction
specifications, hydrogeologic studies, performance management plans, remedial action
construction report, City of Cadillac summary description of LDFA and annual budgets, expert
opinion reports, annual evaluation reports, and monitoring data (see Attachment 7). Applicable
cleanup standards and goals, and applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs),
as listed in the 1985 and 1989 RODs, were also reviewed (see Attachment 7).

Data Review
Descriptions of data related to the Kysor Industrial site are provided below. A brief summary of
key points are shown in the bulleted lists.

SVE System

• 669 pounds of VOCs removed between September 1996 and September 2000
• Since Septejnber 2000, readings of soil yapor entering the system have been non-detect
• System will be reviewed and samples collected prior to development of closure plan
• Estimated time in OU2 ROD for achieving cleanup levels was 2 years

Since the SVE system began operating in September 1996, over 220 million cubic feet of air have
been treated, and 669 pounds of VOCs have been extracted from the waste pit areas behind the
former Kysor Corporation plant. During predesign studies, during the 15 days the pilot system
operated in May 1991, 499 pounds of VOCs were removed. Altogether this comes to a total of
1,168 pounds of VOCs removed.

The 669 pounds removed during full operation of the system was extracted over four years - from
September 1996 to September 2000. For the past five years, since September 2000, readings
using the flame ionization detector (FID) to test for VOCs at the influent sampling ports have
shown no result, meaning no VOCs have been detected. Because of the lack of VOCs entering
the system, a change-out of the activated carbon has not been required since April 1999. Except
for the period just prior to breakthrough in April 1999, when the capacity of the system was
exceeded, the system has retained 99% of incoming VOCs.

The lack of VOCs in the influent air to the system may indicate that cleanup levels have been
achieved, or it may mean that residual contamination exists outside of the capture zone of the
extraction wells. It is also possible that contaminated soils exist below the water table in the
former disposal pit area that the SVE system is not removing. In the OU2 ROD, the cleanup
timeframe for attaining cleanup goals for the SVE system was estimated to be two years. One
indicator of whether levels of residual soil contamination are low enough to be protective are
results from the four groundwater monitoring wells immediately downgradient of the SVE area.
All four wells nearest the site, S-l and SLW-25 (closest to the plant) and S-2 and SLW-9, have
exhibited decreasing concentrations of contaminants, however, of these four wells, only S-l has
achieved TCLs for the nine VOCs that were specified as compounds of concern (COCs) in the
OU2 ROD.

One factor that should be reviewed when evaluating the SVE system and the lack of VOCs in the
air entering the extraction wells is the rotation of the wells in the SVE area between induction and
extraction. Since only four of the 23 extraction/induction wells may be used at once to extract
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soil vapor from below ground, if there are some wells that were mainly used for induction, areas
of contamination may still exist near these wells. The SVE system design will be carefully
reviewed and a sampling plan may be developed to provide more information about residual
contamination in soils both in the area of influence and east of the area currently being treated.
Part of the review will include assessment of the mechanical system and its ability to remove
contamination from the vadose zone. i\ formal closure plan would be prepared and closure
sampling conducted prior to dismantling the system.

Discharge to Clam River

• VOC limits for discharge of treated groundwater have been met since start-up in 1996
• Amount of VOCs pumped from extraction wells has steadily declined since start-up

VOC requirements in the discharge of treated groundwater to the Clam River have been met
without exception since treatment began in September 1996. Concentrations of VOCs in the
effluent from the air stripping system have also been non-detect since then. The air strippers
were designed based on an average TCE concentration of 1,430 ug/1. Since start-up of the
system, TCE has always been less than 450 ug/1. The concentration of TCE entering the
treatment plant from the VOC-extraction wells has declined since September 1996; currently the
average concentration in the air stripping influent is about 180 ug/1. This indicates that the
system is more than sufficiently designed for the levels of TCE extracted so far. The decreasing
concentrations in the influent also may indicate that progress is being made toward cleaning up
the site.

City Well #7 (CW-7)

• CW-7 has been out of service since 1994 due to the presence of TCE in well in 1993
• 1,2-DCE started appearing in samples from CW-7 in May 1999
• Kysor site plume may not be the source of the contaminants in the well
• The plume from a nearby facility, Rexair, Inc., may be the source of the contamination in

the well field

CW-7 is one of seven wells in the City of Cadillac's municipal well field. At its widest point, the
eastern edge of the Kysor site plume is adjacent to the western border of the well field. CW-7 is
the northernmost of the seven city wells. The well has been out of operation since 1994 due to
TCE detections in 1993.

TCE was detected above the reporting limit of 0.5 ug/1 (one tenth of the MCL) during two
monthly sampling events in 1993. For TCE, the MCL is equivalent to the State of Michigan
standard - the residential drinking water criteria (RDWC). TCE was then detected at
concentrations above reporting limits in all 12 monthly samples collected from the well in 1994.
During the period from January 1995 to October 1997, concentrations of TCE in CW-7 exceeded
the MCL of 5 ug/1 with a maximum concentration of 27.8 ug/1 in August 1997. From 1998
through at least March 2002, TCE was detected at concentrations just above and just below the
MCL. Trace concentrations of 1,2-DCE, which is one of the breakdown products of TCE, have
also been found in the well during some sampling rounds since May 1999 to at least March 2002.

Because TCE and 1,2-DCE are the only two VOCs being detected in CW-7, and based on
historical ratios of PCE, 1,1,1-TCA and other constituents in the various plumes in the area, an
MDEQ contractor, in a report reviewec by three independent experts, concluded that it was
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probable that the contamination in CW-7 is from the Rexair groundwater plume. (See Attachment
9 for a comparison of constituents in area groundwater plumes. The table is from a report
prepared by a contractor for MDEQ). Contaminated groundwater from the release at Rexair
contains almost 100% TCE. Over time, the percentage of TCE, compared to the historical
contaminant profile of the Kysor site plume, that has been detected in groundwater extraction
well 1-7 has increased.

Areal Extent of Kysor Industrial Site Plume

• The plume from the Kysor site appears to have migrated further north and into the area of
the North Park subdivision north of Thirteenth Street

In the 1992 predesign study for the Kysor site, a comparison of 1991 data to data collected in
1987 showed the highest VOC concentrations in the center of the plume area. At that time, the
areal extent of the intermediate plume was bounded approximately by Leeson Avenue on the
west, Thirteenth Street on the north, Sixth Avenue on the east and Sixth Street on the south.
Contaminated groundwater in the shallow aquifer appeared to almost reach Thirteenth Street.
Contaminants in the intermediate aquifer followed the general extent of those in the shallow
aquifer, except the intermediate plume may have extended beyond Thirteenth Street to the north
and northwest. The 1992 report concluded that between 1987 and 1991, no significant movement
of the contaminant plume at either depth occurred.

Since 1991, however, data indicates that the shallow and intermediate plumes, which become
hydraulically connected near Thirteenth Street, have migrated further north and northwest. St.
Ann's Church, north of Thirteenth Street, was considered an approximate location for the
northern end of the plume. (See Attachment 1, Figure 2). In a report completed in 2002 by a
contractor for MDEQ, it was estimated that the Kysor site plume meets with the plume from the
Rexair facility at or near St. Ann's, near and to the northwest of extraction well 1-7. Three
monitoring locations in the North Park subdivision showed trace concentrations of TCE during
two sampling events in 2001. None of the samples collected from private wells in the North Park
subdivision have had detectable levels of any VOCs. Because of the ratios of the constituents in
the samples, an MDEQ contractor, in the report mentioned above, concluded that the
contamination in the monitoring wells and in an extraction well at 14th Street was derived from
the Rexair plume. If this is the case, it is possible that extraction well 1-7 is capturing the Rexair
plume in addition to the Kysor site plume. This would also mean that the length of time until
TCLs are reached for groundwater in the Kysor site plume may be significantly prolonged. This
would increase the cost of the cleanup.

Under a 1991 Consent Judgment (amended in 1995) that MDEQ entered against Rexair, Rexair
installed a number of extraction wells and is treating groundwater using an air stripping system.
Based on extensive evaluation of the data, an additional study completed in 2002 by a State
contractor, and reviews by experts from the academic community, MDEQ believes that the
Rexair plume has migrated within the capture zone of and is being treated by the
Northernaire/Kysor remediation system. After similarly reviewing the data, consultants for
Rexair have concluded that this is not the case, and they have presented data to support their
position. The State is currently taking steps to enforce the Judgment.

Groundwater Monitoring Results

• Concentrations of VOCs have decreased in the shallow extraction wells and in a number
of the intermediate extraction wells
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• TCLs have been attained for three of the nine VOCs in all 46 wells
• Forty-five out of 46 wells are in compliance with the TCL for another three of the VOCs
• Only 12% of the results in the last round of sampling were out of compliance with a TCL
• Number and magnitude of excsedences have decreased since 1997
• Another indicator of progress toward cleanup is that the concentration of VOCs entering

the treatment plant from the 16 extraction wells has steadily decreased; during the first
several years of operation, the highest concentration of TCE entering the treatment plant
was around 450 ug/1; currently, the average concentration of TCE is about 180 ug/1. (See
Attachment 11, Graphs 15, 16. 18 and 20 for VOC concentrations over time in
ground water entering the treatment plant.)

• PCE and TCE are the two COCs for which multiple wells have not attained TCLs
• A total of 340 wells have been installed in the area by over a dozen different parties
• Although the number of plumes makes the evaluation of the Kysor site plume more

complex, the amount of data from the 340 wells and the differences in the types of VOCs
present in the various releases assists in differentiating between sources

• None of the samples collected from private wells in the North Park subdivision north of
the site have had detectable levels of any VOCs. In addition, shallow groundwater
monitoring wells in the subdivision have only shown two TCL exceedences. Both
exceedences were for TCE and occurred in 1997.

• See Attachment 11 for summary tables containing information on non-compliant wells
and on the cleanup status of monitoring and extraction wells.

The nine VOCs designated in the OU2 ROD as COCs, along with their TCLs, are:

Compound Target Cleanup Level (ug/1)
1,1,1 -trichloroethane (1,1,1 -TCA) 200
1,2-dichloroethene (1,2-DCE) 70
1,1 -dichloroethene (1,1 -DCE) 5
1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCA) 5
tetrachloroethene (PCE) 1
trichloroethene (TCE) 5
methylene chloride 5
xylene 440
toluene 40

Forty-six wells are part of the routine groundwater monitoring program for the Kysor site. The
monitoring program for VOCs in groundwater consists of 23 shallow and 23 intermediate wells.
Originally, 27 shallow wells were designated as monitoring wells, but four wells, DNR-10S, FS-
1-10, SLW-1, and S-7, have since beer eliminated from the program. Twenty-seven wells were
also planned for the intermediate network. Two additional wells, 1-11 and CMS-5W, were added
to the program as soon as the initial sampling began in 1996. Then, between 1997 and 2001, six
wells, K-12, F-2, F-4D, GW-9D, GW- [OD, and MW-18, were eliminated from the program.

Three intermediate wells are sampled quarterly (F-6, CMS-5W, and SLW-34), and the remaining
43 are sampled annually. F-6 and CMS-5W are located to the west of the site beyond the lateral
extent of the plume in that direction, and SLW-34 is located in the North Park subdivision.

A general measure to track the progress of cleanup is to compare the number of wells meeting
cleanup goals for each round of data. This type of measurement does not take into account any
specifics about a well, such as its location or whether it is believed to be within or outside of the
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plume's estimated boundaries, but it does provide one view of data trends. It also provides an
idea of the conditions at a specific point in time. Statistical trend analyses of the results of
individual wells would provide information on the groundwater conditions over time and at
specific locations.

One factor to keep in mind is that the extraction wells are responsible for capturing and drawing
contaminants from the aquifers. Therefore, initially during the remediation of groundwater,
contaminants should be present in the wells. If no contamination were seen in the extraction
wells during initial remediation, this would indicate the extraction network was incorrectly
designed. Eventually, as more of the remaining contamination is removed from groundwater, the
concentrations in the extraction wells should decrease. The objective of the OU2 ROD for
groundwater at the Kysor site is, in fact, to achieve TCLs in both the monitoring wells and the
extraction wells.

Each monitoring network for the Kysor site is comprised of both monitoring wells and extraction
wells. Most of the wells are now sampled annually, although three are still sampled on a
quarterly basis. For those wells sampled annually, the most recent results are from September
2004. For the wells that are sampled quarterly, the most recent results are from March 2005. The
monitoring program includes collecting at least annual samples from these wells:

Shallow monitoring wells 17
Shallow extraction wells: 6
Intermediate monitoring wells: 12
Intermediate extraction wells: LI

46

For each annual sampling event, results from 46 wells and for nine COCs means there is a total of
414 possible instances of compliance (attainment of TCLs) or non-compliance (exceedence of
TCLs).5 This, again, is the number of possible instances of non-compliance for each round of
annual sampling.

As of the sampling round in September 2004, of these 414, there were 50 cases of non-
compliance which is a 12% non-compliance rate for the 46 wells and nine COCs. This is down
from an 18% non-compliance rate in 1997. What this particular measurement does not reflect,
however, is how much higher the exceedences of the TCLs were in September 2004 compared to
previous years. Using statistics to analyze each well for trends would provide better information
about this question.

For three of the COCs, methylene chloride, toluene, and xylenes, all 46 wells have been in
compliance with TCLs since the beginning of the remedial action in September 1997. For 1,1,1-
TCA; 1,2-DCE and 1,2-DCA, only one of the forty-six wells, K-16D, is currently out of
compliance for all three compounds. K-16D, located in the center of the plume area, has recently
become a concern due to a sharp increase in concentrations of a number of contaminants during
the last sampling round. Extraction well 1-1, located close to the Four Winns location on Frisbie
Street, was in exceedence of the TCL for 1,2-DCA in 2004.

The three remaining COCs are 1,1-DCE; PCE; and TCE. The two compounds for which the
greatest number of wells are in exceedence of TCLs are PCE and TCE.

1 46 wells x 9 COCs = 414 possible instances of compliance/non-compliance per annual sampling event.
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For 1,1-DCE, there were only four exceedences during the last sampling round. One was in well
K-16D, which had the sharp increases in concentrations for four COCs in the past sampling
round. The other three exceedences of the 1,1 -DCE limit were in three extraction wells -1-1,1-2,
and 1-10. Extraction well 1-1 is about 100 feet downgradient of the Four Winns location on
Frisbie Street, and 1-2 is about 500 feei: downgradient of the same facility. The two wells are also
downgradient of the Ingraham Property. Extraction well I-10 is very close to the Ingraham
property. These exceedences may indicate that a mass of contaminants has dislodged from a
source area at either Four Winns or the; Ingraham Property.

As of the September 2004 sampling, eighteen of the 46 wells are currently out of compliance for
PCE. Twenty-one of the 46 wells are out of compliance for TCE. The wells that were out of
compliance are listed below:.

PCE
Shallow monitoring wells: F-1S, FWMW-16, GW-10S, SLW-9, SLW-25
Shallow extraction wells: S-2, S-4, S-5
Intermediate monitoring wells: K16D, DNR-14D
Intermediate extraction wells: 1-1,1-2,1-3,1-4,1-5,1-6,1-10,1-11

Of these eighteen cases of non-compliance for PCE, seven occurred at monitoring wells and
eleven at extraction wells.

TCE
Shallow monitoring wells: K-l 1, K-13, FWMW-9, FWMW-16, SLW-9, SLW-25
Shallow extraction wells: S-2, S-4
Intermediate monitoring wells: K16D, F-7, GW-17
Intermediate extraction wells: 1-1,1-2,1-3,1-4,1-5,1-6,1-7,1-9,1-10,1-11

Out of these twenty-one cases of non-compliance for TCE, nine occurred at monitoring wells and
twelve at extraction wells. Attachment 12 contains graphs showing TCE and total chlorinated
ethenes in the shallow extraction wells and total chlorinated ethenes in the intermediate extraction
wells.

The general locations of the wells in which PCE and/or TCE exceeded TCLs are listed below:

• Wells near Four Winns (Frisbi3 Street): F-1S; FWMW-9; K-16D; S-5; 1-1; and 1-2
• Wells near the Ingraham Property: GW-10S and I-10
• Wells downgradient of the Kysor Corporation property: SLW-9, SLW-25, and S-2
• Wells centrally located in the plume: S-4; 1-4; 1-5; and 1-6

Exceedences near sources of contamination or in the middle of the plume are not necessarily of
the most immediate concern. These ty aes of wells need to be monitored to track cleanup
progress, get an overall idea of the plume movement, and help to assess whether the extraction
network is adequate. During the initial years of operation of the treatment system, in most cases
it is expected that wells near the center of the plume will show exceedences.

Exceedences in wells beyond the predicted edges of a plume and/or in areas that would be put at
risk, are cause for more immediate concern. For these cases, it is important to review the level of
the exceedence and the historical concentrations in the well and determine whether there is an
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increasing trend of contamination in the well. Extraction wells along the edge of a plume, such as
1-9 at the Kysor site, are designed to capture the plume before it can expand or migrate further.

The wells at the Kysor site that fall into one or more of the categories describe above, along with
their general locations, are shown below:

• Wells near City Well #1 (CW-7) include DNR-14D and K-13.
• The well near City Well #1 (CW-1) is K-l 1.
• The well across Leeson Avenue (beyond the general western edge of the plume) is 1-9.
• Wells across Thirteenth Street, near the North Park subdivision area, are F-7; GW-17; I-

3;I-7;andI-ll.

In the September 2004 sampling, one of the wells near a City well, K-13, which is near CW-7,
had an exceedence of 14 ug/1 of TCE, which has a TCL of 5 ug/1. CW-7 is relatively shallow
compared to the other City wells and is the well that has been shut down since 1994. The TCE
exceedence in K-l 1, near CW-1, was 5.1 ug/1, slightly above the TCL of 5 ug/1.

The five exceedences in the wells north of Thirteenth Street, near the North Park subdivision,
were all above the TCL for TCE. These exceedences are of greater concern than those in the
wells near the City well field for two reasons. One is the fairly high concentrations detected, and
the second is the shallow depths of a typical residential well compared to a municipal well. All
five of the wells are screened in the intermediate aquifer. Concentrations ranged from 26 ug/1 in
GW-17 to 100 ug/1 in 1-3 and 1-7. The detection of TCE in F-7, the monitoring well furthest
downgradient from the site, was 5.6 ug/1. The concentrations in GW-17,1-3 and 1-7 are similar to
previous results. However, the slight exceedence in F-7 is the first detected result in the well
since sampling began in 1996. The 2004 sample from F-7 showing the TCE exceedence was
collected in September 2004. This sample was also the first time 1,2-DCE was ever detected in
the well. These results may indicate that contaminated groundwater is migrating further
downgradient. It is not known whether this contamination is due to the Kysor site plume or the
Rexair plume. No samples collected in the past from private wells in the North Park subdivision
have had detectable levels of any VOCs.

Another item of concern is the dramatic increase in 2004 of contaminant levels in well K-16D,
near the Four Winns (Frisbie Street) location. The level of TCE in K-16D in 2004 is similar to
the concentrations in the well in 1996 and 1997. The amount of 1,1,1-TCA and 1,2-DCE
detected were at levels never before present in the well since extraction and treatment began in
1996. 1,2-DCE was non-detect in the well through December 1999 and was well below the TCL
from 1999 to September 2002. Although 1,2-DCE is a breakdown product of TCE and
concentrations would be expected to increase over time if TCE was degrading, the amount of 1,2-
DCE seen in K-16D in 2004 may be too high for this to be the reason.

Operating Conditions and Design Estimates - Groundwater Extraction System

• ROD estimate of time unt i l achievement of TCLs was 29 years for the shallow aquifer
and 64 years for the intermediate aquifer

• Re-estimate using data from Kysor site predesign studies in 1992 indicated that the
cleanup level for the primary VOC, TCE, would be close to being achieved in 15 years
(2007)
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• Based on a review of pumping rate assumptions in the remedial design, shallow
extraction wells are generally pumping below design rates, and intermediate extraction
wells are pumping above design rates

• Actual pumping rates should be evaluated to ensure they are not adversely impacting the
remedy (such as drawing contamination from the shallow aquifer into the intermediate)

In the 1989 ROD, the time to attain TCLs for VOCs in the intermediate aquifer was estimated to
be 64 years. This was a preliminary estimate and was based on limited information about aquifer
conductivity, three-dimensional groundwater flow and achievable pumping rates. A re-
estimation, using data collected for the Remedial Design Additional Studies report (1992),
calculated the time to achieve VOC concentrations below 10 ug/1 in all of the extraction wells to
be 15 years.

The assumptions for this 15-year estimate were: a combined pumping rate of 1,430 gpm (gallon
per minute), with seven wells in the shallow aquifer pumping at 50 to 75 gpm and nine wells in
the intermediate aquifer pumping at 65 to 125 gpm. In the current system, six instead of seven
shallow wells comprise the shallow extraction network, and eleven wells, instead of the original
nine planned, make up the intermediate extraction network. The flow rates specified in the
remedial design for the site and the average pumping rates for 2004 are shown below:

Extraction Well Design Flow Rate Flow Rate in 2004

S-l 87 14
S-2 87 45
S-3 87 20
S-4 87 50
S-5 58 51
S-6 58 45
S-7 58 (not operating)
1-1 115 128
1-2 115 162
1-3 115 171
1-4 115 98
1-5 115 91
1-6 115 60
1-7 115 119
1-8 115 184
1-9 115 144
MO 115 184
I-11 (not included in 171

original design)

All of the shallow wells and three of the eleven intermediate wells are operating below their
designed flow rate. Design flow rates, however, are meant to be estimates. Depending on factors
at each specific well location, such as soil conductivity and productive capacity of the aquifer,
actual rates may vary. What is critical is that the variation in pumping rates is not adversely
affecting the remedy and that cleanup is progressing as anticipated. Periodic reevaluations of
extraction pumping rates can be conducted to ensure the remedy is operating optimally.
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Site Inspection
After a preliminary site inspection with MDEQ on January 13, 2005, the five-year review site
inspection of the Kysor site was conducted on April 26 and April 27, 2005, by the USEPA
Remedial Project Manager, MDEQ personnel, and City of Cadillac officials. The purpose of the
inspection was to assess the progress of remedy implementation, ensure records and site
documents were available and up-to-date, inspect treatment units and the SVE system to verify
they were operational and did not appear to have significant problems or flaws, view general site
conditions and areas of other groundwater releases and plumes in the Industrial Park, and meet
with officials from the City. The intent was to collect information to be able to better assess the
protectiveness of the remedy and try to foresee any future remedy implementation problems and
needs.

Most issues related to the remedy for the Kysor site were identified at the time of the site
inspection or prior to it. Because of the cold temperature, the SVE system had not been running
in the winter. This was noted during the site visit in January 2005. The treatment plant was very
well-maintained and no significant problems were noted. (See Attachment 13 for site inspection
notes.)

VII. TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Question A: Is the remedy functioning as intended by the decision documents?

Yes. The remedy is functioning as designed and is protective in the short-term. The groundwater
extraction and treatment system and the SVE system are operating as planned. The extraction
and treatment system seem to be very well-designed and is capturing groundwater contaminated
with VOCs from the Kysor site. The air stripping system operates at 99% efficiency. As a result,
VOCs in treated groundwater have been non-detect since start-up. All surface water discharge
requirements for VOCs have been met since remediation began. Since 1996, the SVE system has
removed over 1,000 pounds of VOCs. Since the last five-year review, over 5000 million gallons
of groundwater have been extracted and treated, and almost 9000 pounds of VOCs have been
removed from groundwater.

To ensure the continued protectiveness in the long term, restrictions on private wells in the
North Park subdivision to the north of the site need to be addressed, and the adequacy of the
existing city ordinance prohibiting groundwater use and well installation within the Cadillac
Industrial Park area must be verified. Another issue of concern is the possibility that the
groundwater extraction and treatment system for the Kysor site is capturing and treating
contaminated water from the Rexair site. If this is true, this will increase the time needed to
achieve groundwater cleanup goals. At this time, the issue is being addressed by the State of
Michigan via a Consent Judgment with Rexair.

Long-term protectiveness of the groundwater will occur after target cleanup levels are attained,
measures are in place to restrict use of private well water for drinking in the residences north of
the site, and institutional controls currently in place are determined to be adequate.

Question B: Are the exposure assumptions, toxicity data, cleanup levels, and remedial
action objectives (RAOs) used at the time of the remedy selection still valid?

Yes. The assumptions and information on which the OU2 ROD was based are still valid. The
City well field should continue to be monitored to ensure that actual exposure to contaminated
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drinking water does not occur. There have been no changes in the physical conditions at the site
that would affect the protectiveness of the remedy.

Changes in Standards and To-Be-Considered Requirements
A list of ARARs is included in Attachment 8. One standard for allowable contaminant
levels in groundwater has become less stringent. Other than that change, there have been
no changes in these ARARs and no new standards or to be considered (TBC) requirements
affecting the protectiveness of the remedy.

Changes in Exposure Pathways, Toxicity, and Other Contaminant Characteristics
The exposure assumptions used to develop the Human Health Risk Assessment included
exposure to both VOC- and chromium-contaminated groundwater via ingestion. There has
been no change in this exposure pathway. There have also been no changes in the toxicity
factors for the contaminants of concern that were used in the baseline risk assessment. No
changes to these assumptions appear to be needed. Furthermore, there has been no change
to the standardized risk assessment methodology that could affect the protectiveness of the
remedy. The remedy is progressing as expected and it is expected that all cleanup goals
will be met, as specified in the OU2 ROD.

Question C: Has any other information come to light that could call into question the
protectiveness of the remedy?

No. Although the possibility exists that the Kysor extraction well system may be capturing a the
Rexair plume, as long as treatment continues until cleanup goals are met and groundwater use
measures are in place, the remedy will remain protective. Capturing the Rexair plume, however,
may result in it taking longer for goals to be achieved and increase the cost of the remedy.

Technical Assessment Summary

According to the data reviewed, information gathered at the site inspection and interviews, and
review of relevant documents, the remedy is functioning as intended by the ROD, as modified by
the ESD, and is protective in the short i:erm. No exposure pathways are complete, and none of the
samples collected from private wells in the North Park subdivision have had detectable levels of
any VOCs. In addition, shallow groundwater monitoring wells in the subdivision have only
shown two MCL exceedences. Both e\ceedences were for TCE and occurred in 1997. To ensure
the remedy continues to be protective in the short term, institutional controls to restrict
groundwater use in the North Park subdivision will be implemented, and the adequacy of the
existing ordinance that restricts groundwater use and well installation on the site is confirmed.
Long-term protectiveness will be achieved when TCLs are attained.
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VIII. ISSUES
Table 4. Issues

Issue
Currently Affects

Protectiveness
(Y/N)

Affects Future
Protectiveness

(Y/N)

Institutional controls do not extend into a subdivision north of the
Kysor site, the North Park subdivision in Haring Township, where
private wells still exist, and the adequacy of the protections provided
by the existing city ordinance has not been confirmed.

N

The groundwater extraction system for the Kysor site may not be
adequately capturing the contaminated groundwater from the site.

Kysor remediation system may be extracting and treating part of a
plume from a neighboring facility. The facility's plume is not
covered by the OU2 ROD. In addition, the facility is not a party to
one of the USEPA UAOs for the Kysor site and is not contributing to
the cost of the cleanup.

N

Discrepancies in air emission requirements for the air stripping
system are present in site documents, and requirements may be
inconsistent with standards.

N N
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X. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS

Table 5: Recommendations and Follow-Up Actions

Issue

Institutional
controls do not
extend into a
subdivision north
of the Kysor site,
North Park
subdivision in
Haring Township,
where private
wells still exist,
and the adequacy
of the protections
provided by the
existing city
ordinance has not
been confirmed.

Recommendations/
Follow-Up Actions

Develop an
Institutional Controls
Study Plan to evaluate
the city ordinance
currently in place anc
to devise and
implement a plan to
prevent exposure of
residents in the North
Park subdivision to
contaminated
groundwater from the
Northernaire/Kysor
sites. Examples of th:
types of questions the
plan wil l answer and
the actions that may
be taken are described
in this report in
Section IV, Remedial
Actions, under
"Institutional
Controls."

Party
Responsible

Respondents

Oversight
Agency

USEPA

MDEQ

Milestone
Date

6/2006

(Completion
of Study

r>i \Plan)

1 1/2005

(Inventory of
private wellsr

in North Park
subdivision)

Affects
Protectiveness?

(Y/N)

Current

N

Future

Y
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Issue

Extraction system
for the Kysor site
may not be
adequately
capturing
contaminated
groundwater.

Kysor
remediation
system may be
extracting and
treating part of a
plume from a
neighboring
facility. The
facility's plume is
not covered by
the OU2 ROD,
and the facility is
not a party to one
oftheUSEPA
UAOs for the
Kysor site.

Discrepancies in
air emission
requirements are
found in site
documents and
requirements may
be inconsistent
with standards.

- , ,-

Recommendations/
Follow-Up Actions

Re-evaluate capture
zone analysis and
review design and
current operation of
extraction well system
to determine if there
are modifications that
could increase the
effectiveness.

State has filed, and
will continue to
enforce, a Consent
Judgment against the
facility that is the
source of the plume
possibly being
captured by the Kysor
remediation system.
Continue to track
progress of
enforcement actions
and to evaluate data
for indications of
commingling of
plumes
Review standards to
determine the most
appropriate
requirements for the
Kysor site. Verify
estimated pounds per
houro fVOCsin the
discharge to the air
from the treatment
plant.

Party
Responsible

USEPA/
Respondents

MDEQ

Respondents

Oversight
Agency

MDEQ

USEPA

USEPA

MDEQ

Milestone
Date

3/2006

On-going

6/2006

Affects
Protectiveness?

(Y/N)

Current

N

N

Future

Y

N

XI. PROTECTIVENESS STATEMENT

In the short term, the remedy for the Kysor Industrial site required in the OU2 ROD continues to
be protective of human health and the environment. To ensure the continued protectiveness,
restrictions on private wells in the North Park subdivision need to be implemented, and adequacy
of current city ordinance for prohibiting groundwater use and well installation on the site must be
verified. Long-term protectiveness will occur after TCLs for the nine VOCs are attained.
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XII. NEXT REVIEW

The next five-year review will be completed by September 2010, which is approximately
five years from the date of this review.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - 42 - September 2005
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Kysor Industrial Site Location Figures
Cadillac, Wexford County, Michigan
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Features Near Kysor Industrial Site
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Kysor Industrial Site
Facilities Referenced in the Five-Year Review
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Cadillac Industrial Park
Groundwater Plumes

Weston Solutions, Inc., 2003
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Location of City of Cadillac Well Field
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Expanded Chronology of Site Events

EVENT

Kysor Industrial Corporation (Settling Defendant)
begins operating

Disposal practices at Kysor include dumping barrels
of spent solvent directly on ground behind plant

Wedin Corporation begins operating

Cadillac Molded Rubber Company begins operating

Four Star Corporation (Settling Defendant) begins
operating

Rexair, Inc., begins operating

Mitchell Corporation begins operating

Northernaire Plating, Inc., (Settling Defendant)
begins operating

Four Winns (Sixth Ave.) (fka, A.H. Joynt) (Settling
Defendant) begins operating

Four Winns (Frisbie St.) (Settling Defendant) begins
operating

Partial excavation of soil from waste pits behind
Kysor plant

Contaminated soils reportedly removed (based on
visual inspection) at a location near Kysor Industrial

Corporation (property of Leo Ingraham (Settling
Defendant)) where waste had been disposed

Hydrogeological Study Report, Kysor of Cadillac,
Inc., completed

USEPA and MDNR conduct emergency removal
action at Northernaire site

Relatively small volume trichloroethylene spill
occurs at Cadillac Molded Rubber Company;
extraction well installed; pumping ceased per

MDNR approval; no significant impacts anticipated

USEPA refers case to USDOJ for cost recovery

State-led, federally-funded RI/FS

State completes focused feasibility study

ROD (OU1) for source control at the Northernaire
Superfund site signed

DATE

1955

As early as 1955 (exact date unknown) to 1980s

1959

1960

1967

1969

Late 1960s

1971

1973

1975

July 22 and 23, 1981

1981

March 1982 (Phase I) and August 1983 (Phase II)

July 5, 1983 to August 3, 1983

1984

March 13, 1984

1984 to 1985

July 22, 1985

September 11, 1985

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005



EVENT

Wedin Corporation, a consultant for Kysor
Corporaiton, investigates past disposal of sludge and
finds it to be non-hazardous; excavates ami disposes

of 470 cubic yards of material

MDNR inspection of Four Winns facility (Frisbie
St.) revealed solvent spills; sampling showed main

contaminant was 1,1,1-trichloroethane

Hydrogeology of the Cadillac Industrial Park
(MDNR)

Proposal to NPL

OU1 remediation (Northernaire site)

Court judgment granting all response costs for
removal action at Northernaire site

General notice letter and 104(e) information request
sent to potentially responsible parties

FS for Cadillac area groundwater completed

ROD (OU2) for groundwater cleanup signed

Final NPL listing

UAO signed for remedial design of OU2

Consent Judgment: State of Michigan v. Rexair,
Inc., entered

Final debris disposal for completion of OU1
remediation (Northernaire site)

Remedial Design Additional Studies report
completed

TCE detected above MCL in city drinking well

Explanation of Significant Difference (ESD)
addressing both Northernaire and Kysor sites signed

Two separate UAOs for RA signed
(Kysor Industrial and Four Winns/A.H. Joynt)

Third UAO for RA signed
(Northernaire Plating)

Final Performance Monitoring Plan for OU2

On-site construction for OU2 begins

First Five-Year Review completed

MDEQ Amended Consent Judgment v. Repair, Inc.
becomes effective

DATE

1985 and 1986

1986

August 1986

June 24, 1988 (initially proposed in September 1985)

October/November 1988

May 6, 1988

May 20, 1988

August 1988

September 29, 1989

October 4, 1989

May 16, 1990

March 21, 1991

March 1991

October 1992

1993

March 3, 1994

January 30, 1995

April 11, 1995

April 17, 1995

June 29, 1995

September 28, 1995

October 16, 1995

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005



EVENT

Remediation of Ingraham Property (waste from
Kysor Industrial Corporation)

Referral to USDOJ (Kysor Industrial site)

Final inspection of RA construction by USEPA

OU2 Remedial Action begins

Construction Completion

Second Five-Year Review completed

Additional Hydrologic Investigation Report
prepared by MDEQ contractor

DATE

May to October 1996

July 30, 1996

September 19, 1996

1996

January 24, 1997

July 26, 2000

February 2002

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005
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Total

-JDIX ..

SUMMARY TABLES, KYSOR BORING VOC ANALYSES
IN SOILS

JULY 1987

Acetone
2-Butanone
1 , 1 , 1-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethene •
1 , 1 ,2-Trichloroethane
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Total Xylenes
TICa

KB-1
S-3

10
75
28

—7
31
16

«•»

—

KB-1
S-5

15

—21
22
27
7
12
7
40
17

KB-1 .
S-5D

26

—64
110
55
5
38
8
43
25

KB-2
S-4

18

—25
80
--
53

--

6
39

KB-2
S-5

900
2,100

--690
--
--
730

1,900
~~

KB-3
S-3

2,000
5,700
920

12,000
--

2,200
840

17,000
1,800

KB-3
S-4
_ _

—14,000
58,000

—
—92,000

68,000
520,000

--

KB-3
S-4R
_ _

—24,000
74,000

—
—95,000

59,000
420,000

—

KB-4
S-3

13
11
17
69__

-_
29
15
73
9

99 151 349 134 6,320 40,660 752,000 672,000 227

All results in parts per billion (ppb).
TICa = Tentatively Identified Compounds
— = Not Detected

8.B7.31T
ooa-



SUMMARY TABLES, KYSOR BORING VOC ANALYSES
IN SOILS

JULY 1987

Acetone
1 ,2-Dichloroethane
2-Butanone
1 , 1 , 1-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethene
1,1,2-Trichloroe thane
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Total Xylenee
TICa

Total

KB-7
S-3R
„_

—
--

—58,000

--

—
—11,000

300,000

--

369,000

KB-8
S-3

B

—

—320
530
9
45
100
5
20

--

1,037

KB-8
S-5D/L

39
--

—11
51

--
—34
--
19 J
--

206

KB-8
S-5

23
5

--300
370
28
96
110
5
45
--

982

KB-8
S-5D/L

19

—
—34
67
19
31
26
4
50

--

250

KB-9
S-2

7

—
—
—4

—
—5

—13

—
29

KB-9
S-5

18

—
—37
58

--4
60
4
20
--

201

KB-9
S-5D

18__
__

11
36
. .
• _

19
6
36
I5.

141

KB- 10
S-2

11

9
5
21
__

56
__
__

102

All results in parts per billion (ppb).
TICs = Tentatively Identified Compounds
— = Not Detected

8.87.31T
oopo.o p>



«i?PE A K irAGE

SUMMARY TABLES, KYSOR BORING VOC ANALYSES
IN SOILS

JULY 1987

KB-10
S-2D

KB-10
S-5

KB-10
S-5R

Acetone
2-Butanone
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethene
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Total Xylenes
TICa

Total

18
48

32
5
29
15

140

22
16
10
39

10
3
33
_7

133

13
10
43
170
4
47
10
59
12

356

All results in parts per billion (ppb).
TICa = Tentatively Identified Compounds
— = Not Detected

B.87.31T
003M-0
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MICHIGAN

200 North Lake Street • Cadillac, Michigan 49601
231.775.0181' fax 231.775.8755

www.cadillac-mi.net

Certification of Institutional Controls

The City of Cadillac hereby certifies that Ordinance #97-10, Chapter 24, Section 2.300,
p. 2-83, establishing institutional controls for the remedial action at the
Kysor/Northernire site within the City of Cadillac is still in effect. Said Ordinance was
adopted November 3, 1997, and is part of the Codified Ordinances of Cadillac, Michigan.

Certified By:

r€arry^Campbell, Director '
Cadillac Utilities Department

felson, City Clerk Date:



p. 2-83 TITLE II - UTILITIES AMD SERVICES 2.3OO
CHAPTER 24 HATER SUPPLI AMD HA3TEHATBR SfSTEH

AM ORDINANCE TO AMEND THB CUT CODE OF THE CITI OP CADILLAC TO ADD A
MEW SECTION 2.300 TO CHAPTER 24, TO ESTABLISH INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS

FOR REMEDIAL ACTION AT THE KYSOR INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION/HORTHERNAIRE

PLATIHG COMPANY SITE LOCATED IK THB CITF OF CADILLAC.

THE CITY OF CADILLAC ORDAINSt

Section 1.

For the purpose of protecting public health, welfare and the
environment, and for the purpose of implementing the remedial action plan at
the aite commonly known as the Kysor Industrial Corporation/Nortliernaire
Plating Company Superfund Site, Section 2.300 is hereby added to read as
follows:

Chapter 24, Section 2.300.

A. Use of the following described real estate shall be restricted by

the provisions of this Subsecbion(a):

All land located in Township 22 North, Range 9 West, City of
Cadillac, Wexford County, Michigan, described as follows:

1. The East Quarter (E 1/4) of the Northwest Quarter (NW 1/4) of
Section 32.

2. The Northeast Quarter (NE 1/4) of Section 32.

3. The North Half (N 1/2) of the Southeast Quarter (SE 1/4) of
Section 32.

4. The Southwest Quarter (SW 1/4) of Section 33 lying North and West
of the Tuscola-Saginaw Bay Railroad.

5. The Northwest Quarter (NW 1/4) of Section 33, EXCEPT the

following: South of Gunn Street and Seventh Street which is East
of the Ann Arbor Railroad; the property lying Bast of the
Pennsylvania Central Railroad; and also commencing as the Point
of Beginning at the Southwest corner of Block 179 of the
Improvement Board Addition; thence North to the Northwest corner
of Bloc* 166; thence East along the North line of Block 186 to
the Northwest corner of Block 189; thence East along the North
block line, 220 feet; thence South 71 feet; thence East 1O7.43
feat; thance North 71 feet; thence East 212.83 feet; thence South
16«2'30" East, 331.74 feet; thence South 3*28'30- Fast, 246.56
feet to the West right-of-way line of the Ann Arbor Railroad;
thence Southwesterly along the West right-of-way line of the Ann
Arbor Railroad to the Southeast corner of Block 177; thence West
along the South line of Block 177 to the centerline of Third

Avenue; thence North on the centerline of Third Avenue to the

CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF CADILLAC. MICHIGAN

Section 2.300 »(Mrd, Ord. No. 97-10, adopted 11/3/1997.

f e • • • - . • .



2.300 TITLE II - UTILITIES AND SERVICES p. 2-84
CHAPTER 24 HATER SUPPLY AND HA3TEHATER SI3TEH

South line of Block 179 and Block 178, if extended; thence West to the
Point of Beginning of the Improvement Board Addition, City of Cadillac,
Wexford County, Michigan.

(Hereafter referred to as the Kysor Industrial Corporation/Northarnaire Plating
Company Site [the "site")).

1. No water wells used for drinking water or any other domestic use shall
be installed in the Kysor Industrial Corporation/Northernaire Plating
Company site (the "site"). There shall be no installation or operation
of any wells that may interfere with the operation or maintenance of
the groundwater extraction or treatment systems set forth in paragraph

2 following, except with written consent by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.

2. There shall be no tampering with, or removal of the containment or
monitoring systems that remain on the site as the result of
implementation of any response action by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, or any party acting under order by. the
United States Environmental Protection Agency, and which is selected
and/or undertaken, or ordered by, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency pursuant to Section 104 and/or 106 of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA).

Section 2. This Ordinance shall take effect twenty (20) days after its
passage.

CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Section 2.300 added, Ord. Mo. 97 10, «JoPl«d II/VI997.
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LDFA
Extraction Well Construction Summary

Extraction
Well No.

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
1-1
I-2
I-3
I-4
I-5
I-6
I-7
I-8
I-9

1-10
1-11

Date Completed
7/7/95
7/8/95

8/20/95
7/10/95
7/9/95
7/24/95
8/5/95
7/10/95
7/19/95
9/29/95
8/20/95
9/8/95
8/2/95
10/5/95
8/30/95
7/25/95
8/15/95
10/12/95

Well Depth
(feet bgl)

92
71.5
67
50
67
53
46
187
185
221
177
150
179
164
158
190
191
163

Screened interval
(feet bgl)
77-92

56.5-71.5
52-67
35-50
57-67
43-53
36-46

162-187
160-185
201 - 221
152-177
125-150
154-179
139-164
133-158
165-190
166-191
133-163
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JAN-18-2005 04:33PM FROM-CITY OF CADILLAC 231-775-8755 T-072 P.002/005 F-235

THE CADILLAC LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AUTHORITY
REMEDIATION PROJECT

CITY OF CADILLAC
Population: 10,104

I. CAPSULE SUMMARY -

The City of Cadillac and the industrial firms located in the Cadillac Industrial

Park needed to resolve the dilemma of groundwater and soils contamination

industrial park; however, program costs stood in the way. Thus, the City of

form id a partnership with the industrial sector and created a financial

fund the program that would clean up the contamination. First, the City of Cadillac

utiliz :d Local Development Finance Authority legislation to facilitate coi

project. Second, a Special Assessment District was established to finance the Annual

open tion costs of the Groundwater Remediation Facility.

thin the

Cadillac

mechan ism to
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aid soils.

was able

adoption

for the

partnership, there was potential to remediate the contaminated groundwater i

Hie two goals of this partnership was to: 1. remediate the contaminate i

groundwater and soils; and 2. create a financial vehicle to fund the groundwafc r

remediation project. Thus, the second goal had to be achieved before any fypr of

contamination clean-up could be realized.

The method of funding this project began with utilizing the Local Devel opment

Financing Authority (LDFA) legislation. The City of Cadillac established a LI)PA

District and the projects within this district would rail under tax increment fina icing

(TIP). The tax increment financing legislation allows for the capture of increa ied

property taxes of qualified properties, excluding school operating and school dubt

millage. The revenue generated by TIP capture can be utilized for public imp •ovement

projects within the LDFA District boundaries. However, this particular projec

to capture the school operating millage because it was implemented before the

of Proposal A. The specific project that was constructed as the financial cataljst

whole groundwater remediation program, was the Beaver Power Plant

The cost of the Beaver Power Plant portion of the program was $58 mil lion. The

City of Cadillac, along with its private sector partners, obtained the financing i :om

General Electric for the $58 million required to fund construction of the powe plant

The profits of the power plant repay the financing provided by General Electric. Now

that wealth had been created that could generate property taxes to be capture< by the

LDFA, the actual Groundwater Remediation Facility was .then able to be cons ructed.

The City of Cadillac LDFA issued $7.4 million in bonds to finance the

Remediation Facility. These bonds paid for engineering & legal fees, the permitting

process, and construction costs of the clean-up plant. The TIP revenues which are

generated from the power plant development finance 100% of the principal & interest

costs of these bonds.

However, now that the Remediation Facility had been constructed, the umual

operational costs of the facility needed to be addressed. Thus, the Cadillac Im [ustrial

Park was designated as a Special Assessment District to fund the $200,000 ann lal

operating expenses. It was determined that all of the properties that had been identified

as contributing to the contamination would collectively be responsible for 75% of the

total operational costs and other firms residing in the industrial park would paj the

remaining 25% of the operating bill since they would still benefit from the clean-up
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Local Development Financing Authority

Operating Fund

L.D.F.A. Ground water Treatment Statistics:

Volume of groundwater pumped and treated:

Gallons per Year
1996 324,520,000
1997 967,100,000
1998 924,000.000
1999 889,330,000
2000 880,000.000
2001 870,180.000
2002 845,000,000
2003 851,000,000
2004 878,600,000

Estimated pounds of volatile organics stripped from the water

1996 1,635 pounds at start up 9/1/96
1997 4,840 pounds per year
1998 3,466 pounds per year
1999 2,761 pounds per year
2000 2,628 pounds per year

Hours spent in operation and maintenance:

1996 323 hours for four months
1997 750 hours
1998 580 hours
1999 380 hours
2000 435 hours

2001
2002
2003
2004

2001
2002
2003
2004

Gallons per Day
2,660,000
2,650,000
2,530.000
2,436,500
2,410,000
2,384,000
2,315,100
2,331,500
2,407,100

2,402 pounds per year
2,322 pounds per year
2,090 pounds per year
1,715 pounds per year

770 hours
890 hours
940 hours
970hours

L.D.F.A. Operating Expenditures
1997-2006

$300,000.,

$250,000

$200,000
$750,000

$100,000
$50,000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Fiscal Year Ending June 30.

302
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ATTACHMENT 7
List of Documents Reviewed

Annual Performance Monitoring Reports, for LDFA: 1997 (FTCH), 1998 (FTCH), 1999 (Tetra
Tech), 2000 (Tetra Tech), 2001-2002 (Tetra Tech), 2003 (Tetra Tech), 2004 (Tetra Tech)

Cadillac Area Groundwater Investigation, B.C. Jordan Co., August 1988

Supplemental RI, B.C. Jordan Co., January 1987

Annual Monitoring Report, City of Cadillac LDFA Project, Longshore Environmental Services,
Inc.: 2000 (February 2001), 2002 (October 2002), 2003 (October 2003)

Additional Hydrogeologic Investigation Report, Northwest of the Rexair, Inc. Site, Cadillac
Industrial Park, Roy F. Weston Inc., February 2002

Record of Decision, Northernaire site, OU1, USEPA, September 1, 1985

Record of Decision, Northernaire/Kysor sites, OU2, USEPA, September 29, 1989

Explanation of Significant Differences, Northernaire/Kysor sites, OU2, USEPA, March 3, 1994

Preliminary Site Close-Out Report, Kysor Industrial Corp., USEPA, September 23, 1996

First Five-Year Review Report, Northernaire Plating Co., September 28, 1995

Second Five-Year Review Report, Northernaire Plating Co., July 26, 2000

First Five-Year Review Report, Kysor Industrial Corp., July 26, 2000

United States of America v. Robert W. Meyer, Jr., Case No. l:97-CV-526, Declaration of Leah
Evison Supporting Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment on Cost Recovery, 9/24/99

United States of America v. Kysor Industrial Corporation, Raymond Weigel, Robert W. Meyer.
Jr., and TransPro Group, Inc., Case No. l:97-CV-526, Declaration of Leah Evison, 6/1/99

Remedial Action Construction Final Documentation Report, Northernaire/Kysor Sites, FTCH,
January 1997

Performance Monitoring Summary, Initial 90 Day Operating Summary, FTCH, February 1997

Cadillac Local Development Finance Authority Remediation Project: Summary, via fax on
January 18,2005

On-Scene Coordinator's Report, No. 68-95-007, Northernaire Plating Co., circa 1983

Remedial Action Work Plan, Northernaire/Kysor Sites, FTCH, April 1995

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005



ATTACHMENT 7 (cont'd.)
List of Documents Reviewed

Final Operation and Maintenance Manual, Volume I, Northernaire/Kysor Sites Remediation,
FTCH, April 1995

Final Performance Monitoring Plan for Northernaire/Kysor Sites Remediation, FTCH, April 1995

Remedial Design Additional Studies, FTCH, March 31, 1992

In graham Property, Remedial Action FLeport, FTCH, January 1997

Annual Reports to City of Cadillac, Longshore Environmental Services, 2000, 2002, and 2003

MDNR Substantive Requirements Document, MIU990009, Discharge Requirements to Clam
River, application submitted on August 29, 1994

Final Discharge Monitoring Permit, MDNR, Discharge Requirements to Clam River, 1996

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005
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ATTACHMENT 8
Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs)

Chemical Specific
• Clean Air Act (CAA) 40 CFR 50.1-6,8,9,11 and 12.

• Michigan Environmental Response act 307 (1982), MCL 299.601 R 299.5101, Type "C"
cleanup. Under the MDNR's reading of Act 307, this ROD is to be considered an Act
307 interim remedy, as allowed by R 299.5509. *Part 201, Environmental Remediation,
of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended
(NREPA).
U.S. EPA considers this remedy to be a final remedy for Operable Units I and III.

• Michigan Air Pollution Control Act 348 (1965) Part 2,3,9 and 10. *Part 55, Air Pollution
Control, of the NREPA.

Action Specific
• Clean Air Act (CAA), 40 CFR Parts 50, 51

• Federal Protection of Wetlands Act, 40 CFR 6, APP. A

• Michigan Act 203 (1974), Wetland Protection Act. *Part 303, Wetlands Protection, of the
NREPA.

• Michigan Shoreland Protection and Management Act 245 (1970). *Part 323, Shorelands
Protection and Management, of the NREPA.

• Michigan Act 347 (1972), Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act, MCL 282.101 R
323.1701. *Part 91, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control, of the NREPA.

• Michigan Act 348 (1965), Parts 2, 3, 9, and 10, Air Pollution Act. *Part 55, Air Pollution
Control, of the NREPA.

Location Specific
• Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act, 40 CFR 6.301(c)/16 USC 469

• National Historic Preservation act, 40 CFR 6.301(b)/16 USC 470

• Historic Sites, Buildings and Antiquities Act, 40 CFR 6.301(a)/16 USC 461-467

• Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 40 CFR 6.302(g)/16 USC 1531-1566

• Endangered Species Act, 50 CFR Parts 17 and 402/16 USC 1531-1543

• Protection of Wetlands, 40 CFR 6 (App. A)

• Michigan Endangered Species Act 203 (1974), MCL 299.221 R299.1021. *Part 365,
Michigan Endangered Species, of the NREPA.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005



ATTACHMENT 8 (cont'd.)
Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs)

• Michigan Wetland Protection Act 203 (1979), MCL 281.701 R281.921. *Part 303,
Wetlands Protection, of the NREPA.

• Michigan Shoreland Protection and Management act 245 (1970), MCL 281.641. *Part
323, Shorelands Protection and Management, of the NREPA.

• Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control act 347 (1972), MCL 282.101
R323.1701. *Part 91, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control, of the NREPA.

The following regulations are identified as to be considered (TBC) in the 1992 ROD:

• Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 CFR 120

• Michigan Act 154, Rule 3301 (1974), Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Act.

• MCLA 257.722, Michigan Vehicle Code

* Updated citation. While ARARs are frozen at the time the ROD is signed, the MDEQ has
indicated that the citations for some state ARARs (*) can be updated without changing the
statutes. For example, the citation for Michigan Environmental Response act 307 (1982) can be
updated to Part 201, Environmental Remediation, of the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended (NREPA). When the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Act (Act 451) was adopted in 1994, it simply consolidated state
environmental statues, but did not change them. Thus, Act 307 became Part 201 of Act 451 but
nothing that was in Act 301 changed. However, revisions to Part 201 did come later (1995).

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency September 2005
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Analysis and Comparison of Source Area Contaminant Constituent Ratios
Rexair Groundwater Study

Prepared for: Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
Prepared by: Roy F. Weston, Inc.

May 17, 2002

Rexair aifl Nearby Early Plume Data

% of each compound relative to
all four of the following
compounds

%PCE
%TCE
%1,2-TCA
%1,1-TCA
Max TCE Concentration (ppb)

CRC SOURCE
PLUME

(See Table 1)
(1984-1987)

NA
46%
NA
54%
39

FOUR STAR
SOURCE PLUME

(See Table 2)
(1985-1986)

11%
75%
NA
14%

15,000

MITCHELL CORP
SOURCE PLUME

(See Table 3)
(1991, 1993)

100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0

REXAIR SOURCE
PLUME

(See Table 4)
(1987-1988)

0.00%
99.99%
0.00%
0.01%
153,000

Downgradient Recent Plume Data

PLUME DOWNGRADIENT OF VPB-
3 (Wells RX-27 - RX-36)

(1998-1999)
NA

99.95%
0.05%

NA
9,200

Notes:
NA - Parameter not analyzed.

Sampling rounds analyzed for TCE only were not used in chemical ratio calculations.

See attached Tables I through 4 for specific plume-source area data.

20083009.001\js 08 03 05 rEVISED-ChemRatios Page 1 of 1
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Figure 15. 1,1,1 -TCA in Influent to Air Stripper
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Figure 16. 1,1 -DCE in Influent to Air Stripper
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Figure 18. Concentration of PCE in Influent to Air Stripper
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Figure 19. TCE in Influent to Air Stripper
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Figure 20. Concentration of Total Chlorinated Organics in Influent to Air Stripper
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KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
CLEANUP STATUS OF ALL MONITORING WELLS FOR VOCs of CONCERN

Well

K-6S

K-11

K-13

K-22

DNR-11

F-1S

F-5

FWMW-9

FWMW-16

GW-9S

GW-10S

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

As Of 10/98

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,1-DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Dates

As of 9/02

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

As of 1997

As of 1997

1 .2 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

5.5 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

3.3 ug/l in
2004

TCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Dates

Only as of
9/04

In
compliance
1998-2003

In
compliance
1998-2003

As of 6/97

As of 12/99

All years in
compliance
except 2003

Since start
(1996)

Out of
compliance

02 & 04 only

Rounds in
compliance:
99 & 02 only

As of 6/97

As of 9/02



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
CLEANUP STATUS OF ALL MONITORING WELLS FOR VOCs of CONCERN

1 „ I. ,1 - J^-fr", -Jtt
* •-*

f," -4

1

Well

GW-11

GW-14S

SLW-9

SLW-23

SLW-25

SLW-31

S-1

S-2

S-3

S-4

S-5

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004

Since start
(1996)

As of 1999

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y '

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2003

Since start
(1996)

As of 2000

Since start
(1996)

1,1-DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Date:;

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(19961

Since start
(1996i

Since start
(1996;

Since start
(1996)

Since stJrt
(1996)

Only as of
2004

Since start
(1996)

As of 1999

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2003

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Dates

Since start
(1996)

As of 1998

1 .8 ug/l in
2004

As of 1997

1 .8 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

As of 2002

8.6 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

8.5 ug/l in
2004

4 ug/l in
2004

TCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

As of 6/97

Lowest
cone, of 1 5
ug/l in 9/04

Since start
(1996)

21 ug/l in
2004

As of 12/99

As of 12/99

34 ug/l in
2004

Only as of
2004

57 ug/l in
2004

Only as of
2003



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
CLEANUP STATUS OF ALL MONITORING WELLS FOR VOCs of CONCERN

1

r

Well

S-6

K-16D

DNR-14D

F-1D

F-3

F-6

F-7

CMS-5W

GW-14D

GW-17

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

(in
compliance
from 9/97 to

9/03)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

[In
compliance
8/96-9/02]

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,1 -DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

As of 2001

[In
compliance
10/98-12/01]

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

As of 2000

Out of
compliance
since start

1 .7 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 3/03
[also from
4/99-9/02]

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 12/99

Since start
(1996)

TCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Dates

As of 9/01

30x increase
to 3200 ug/l

in 2004

As of 11/01

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 3/03;
only out of
compliance
2 out of 33

rounds

In
compliance
6/97-12/03

As of 2/00;
12/99 only

round out of
compliance

As of 6/97

26 ug/l in
2004



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
CLEANUP STATUS OF ALL MONITORING WELLS FOR VOCs of CONCERN

r-'*

- Vx-vt^
u ^

Well

MW-8

SLW-34

SLW-35.- -

1-1

I-2

I-3

I-4

I-5

I-6

I-7

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

As of 1999

Since start
(1996)

As of 1999

As of 11/96

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 9/03

Since start
(1996)

As of 12/00

Since start
(1996)

1,1-DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

[In
compliance
8/96-9/97]

[In
compliance

in 8/96]

As of 2002

Only as of
9/04

As of 9/02

As of 12/99

As of 12/99

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004 [also
9/96-12/00]

As of 10/98

Since start
(1996)

As of 12/99

As of 10/98

As of 10/98

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Dates

As of 12/00

As of 6/03
[also from
6/97-3/00]

Since start
(1996)

Highest
cone, of 2.6
ug/l in 9/97

Highest
cone, of 2.6
ug/l in 4/97

Highest
cone, of 7.8
ug/l in 9/04

Highest
cone, of 6.1
ug/l in 6/97

Highest
cone, of 40
ug/l in 9/03

Highest
cone, of 20
ug/l in 4/97

As of 9/02

TCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Dates

As of 9/02

As of 3/02;
only out of
compliance
once since

4/98

Since start
(1996)

140 ug/l in
2004

270 ug/l in
2004

100 ug/l in
2004

62 ug/l in
2004

160 ug/l in
2004

24 ug/l in
2004

100 ug/l in
2004

4.



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
CLEANUP STATUS OF ALL MONITORING WELLS FOR VOCs of CONCERN

Well

1-8

1-9

1-10

1-11

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 9/01

Since start
(1996)

1,1 -DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

In
compliance
8/96-4/97

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 10/98

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

N

Dates

Since start
(1996)

As of 6/97

Highest
cone, of 16
ug/l in 4/97

Highest
cone, of 8.7
ug/l in 9/04

TCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

N

N

N

Dates

Since start
(1996)

5.4 ug/l in
2004; in

compliance
12/00-9/03

330 ug/l in
2004

72 ug/l in
2004



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
NON-COMPLIANT WELLS

-,, ,1 ' 1 i
.+ 1

Well

K-11

K-13

F-1S

FWMW-9

FWMW-16

GW-10S

SLW-9

SLW-25

S-2

S-4

S-5

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004

As Of 1999

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2003

As of 2000

Since start
(1996)

1,1 -DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004

AS of 1999

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1396)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2003

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Dates

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

1 .2 ug/l in
2004

As of 1997

5.5 ug/l in
2004

3.3 ug/l in
2004

1 .8 ug/l in
2004

1 .8 ug/l in
2004

8.6 ug/l in
2004

8.5 ug/l in
2004

4 ug/l in
2004

TCE

5

In
compliance?

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Dates

In
compliance
1998-2003

In
compliance
1998-2003

All years in
compliance
except 2003

Out of
compliance
02 & 04 only

Rounds in
compliance:
99 & 02 only

As of 9/02

Lowest
cone, of 15
ug/l in 9/04

21 ug/l in
2004

34 ug/l in
2004

57 ug/l in
2004

Only as of
2003



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
NON-COMPLIANT WELLS

' l " v.1 1 „
j

Well

K-16D

DNR-14D

F-7

GW-17

1-1

I-2

I-3

I-4

I-5

I-6

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

(in
compliance
from 9/97 to

9/03)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004

As of 1997

Since start
(1996)

As of 1999

Sin :e start
(1996)

As of 1999

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

[In
compliance
8/96-9/02]

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 9/03

Since start
(1996)

As of 12/00

1,1-DCE

5

In
compliance?

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

[In
compliance
10/98-12/01]

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

[In
compliance
8/96-9/97]

[In
compliance

in 8/96]

As of 2002

Only as of
9/04

As of 9/02

As of 12/99

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Only as of
2004 [also
9/96-12/00]

As of 10/98

Since, start
(1996)

As of 12/99

As of 10/98

As of 10/98

PCE

1

In
compliance?

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Dates

Out of
compliance
since start

1 .7 ug/l in
2004

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Highest
cone, of 2.6
ug/l in 9/97

Highest
cone, of 2.6
ug/l in 4/97

Highest
cone, of 7.8
ug/l in 9/04

Highest
cone, of 6.1
ug/l in 6/97

Highest
cone, of 40
ug/l in 9/03

Highest
cone, of 20
ug/l in 4/97

TCE

5

In
compliance?

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Dates

30x increase
to 3200 ug/l

in 2004

As of 11/01

In
compliance
6/97-12/03

26 ug/l in
2004

140 ug/l in
2004

270 ug/l in
2004

100 ug/l in
2004

62 ug/l in
2004

1 60 ug/l in
2004

24 ug/l in
2004



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
NON-COMPLIANT WELLS

t k- -i. j»" <(;
, > « "I- ",->*,*' 'M,f

' f J »""-,

' <£.'•> . >4V
f >•ii

Well

1-7

1-9

1-10

1-11

1,1,1-TCA

200

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

As of 11/96

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCE

70

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As of 9/01

Since start
(1996)

1,1-DCE

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

Dates

As of 12/99

Since start
(1996)

In
compliance
8/96-4/97

Since start
(1996)

1,2-DCA

5

In
compliance?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dates

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

As 011 0/98

Since start
(1996)

PCE

1

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

N

Dates

As of 9/02

As of 6/97

Highest
cone, of 1 6
ug/l in 4/97

Highest
cone, of 8.7
ug/l in 9/04

TCE

5

In
compliance?

N

N

N

N

Dates

100 ug/l in
2004

5.4 ug/l in
2004; in

compliance
12/00-9/03

330 ug/l in
2004

72 ug/l in
2004



KYSOR INDUSTRIAL SITE
NON-COMPLIANT WELLS for PCE and TCE

Well

K-11

K-13

F-1S

FWMW-9

FWMW-16

GW-10S

SLW-9

SLW-25

S-2

S-4

S-5

K-16D

DNR-14D

F-7

GW-17

1-1

I-2

I-3

I-4

PCE
Target Cleanup Level = 1 ug/l

In
compliance?

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Dates

Since start
(1996)

As of 1997

1.2 ug/l in 2004

As of 1997

5.5 ug/l in 2004

3.3 ug/l in 2004

1 .8 ug/l in 2004

1 .8 ug/l in 2004

8.6 ug/l in 2004

8.5 ug/l in 2004

4 ug/l in 2004

Out of compliance since start

1 .7 ug/l in 2004

Since start
(1996)

Since start
(1996)

Highest cone, of 2.6 ug/l in 9/97

Highest cone, of 2.6 ug/l in 4/97

Highest cone, of 7.8 ug/l in 9/04

Highest cone, of 6.1 ug/l in 6/97

TCE

Targ

In
compliance?

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

et Cleanup Level = 5 ug/l

Dates

In compliance 1998-2003

In compliance 1998-2003

All years in compliance except 2003

Out of compliance 02 & 04 only

Rounds in compliance:
99 & 02 only

As of 9/02

Lowest
cone, of 1 5 ug/l in 9/04

21 ug/l in 2004

34 ug/l in 2004

57 ug/l in 2004

Only as of 2003

30x increase to 3200 ug/l in 2004

As of 11/01

In compliance 6/97-12/03

26 ug/l in 2004

140 ug/l in 2004

270 ug/l in 2004

100 ug/l in 2004

62 ug/l in 2004



'

Well

1-5

1-6

1-7

1-9

1-10

1-11

PCE
Target Cleanup Level = 1 ug/l

In
compliance?

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Dates

Highest cone, of 40 ug/l in 9/03

Highest CDnc. of 20 ug/l in 4/97

As of 9/02

As of 6/97

Highest cane, of 1 6 ug/l in 4/97

Highest cone, of 8.7 ug/l in 9/04

TCE
Target Cleanup Level = 5 ug/l

In
compliance?

N

N

N

N

N

N

Dates

160 ug/l in 2004

24 ug/l in 2004

100 ug/l in 2004

5.4 ug/l in 2004; in compliance 12/00-9/03

330 ug/l in 2004

72 ug/l in 2004
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TCE IN SHALLOW AQUIFER
MONITORING CONCENTRATION TREND

2004 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE MONITORING REPORT
NORTHERNAIRE/KYSOR SITES
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Please note that "O&M" is referred to throughout this checklist. At sites where Long-Term
Response Actions are in progress, O&M activities may be referred to as "system operations"
since these sites are not considered to be in the O&M phase while being remediated under the
Superfund program.

Five- Year Review Site Inspection Checklist (Template)

I. SITE INFORMATION

Site name: Date of inspection:

Location and Region ^

Agency, office, or company leading the
five-year review :

pany
\l £ _

Weather/temperature

Remedy Includes: (Check all that apply)
D Landfill cover/containment

f Access controls
Institutional controls
Groundwater pump and treatment

D Surface water collection and treatment
Other

D Monitored natural attenuation
D Groundwater containment
D Vertical barrier walls

J0i
,

Attachments: D Inspection team roster attached D Site map attached

II. INTERVIEWS (Check all that apply)

1. O&M site manager .
Nam

n^/o^
ame Title

Interviewed$2fat site p^at office D by phone Phone no..
Problems, suggestions: D Report attached Cf-f}j&^~ d.(£ f-g-n»

' JL

Date

0^-fr)

2.
Name Title

Interviewed n at site ^at office D by phone Phone no.
Problems, suggestions; D Report attached

Date

. f
^T; cUtck-



3. Local regulatory authorities and response agencies (i.e., State and Tribal offices, emergency response
office, police department, office of public health or environmental health, zoning office, recorder of
deeds, or other city and county offices, etc.) Fill in all that apply.

Agency
Contact

Name Title / Date Phone no.
Problems; suggestions; D Report attached

/

Agency
Contact

Name Title/ Date Phone no.
Problems; suggestions; D Report attached /

Agency
Contact

Name / Title Date Phone no.
Problems; suggestions; D Report attached

Agency /
Contact /

Name / Title Date Phone no.
Problems; suggestions; D Report/attached

4. Other interviews (option^) D Report attached.

HI. ON-SITE DOCUMENTS & RECORDS VERIFIED (Check all that apply)

1. O&M Documents
D O&M manual-O^^'1'1'* tf Readily available D Up to date D N/A
D As-built drawings ^/^ ^Readily available D Up to date D N/A
D Maintenance logs V*^ j^TReadily available D Up to date D N/A
Remarks

3



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan ^f Readily available
D Contingency plan/emergency response plan Q^Readily available
Remarks (j^iA/VP *(?l$if ^ ^Cf" L~/Or^r~ _ j ... f f 1 X. \

--J. ,~\

D Up to date
D Up to date

n^-fy Ot^ic^
y

O&M and OSHA Training Records , D Readily available , D \4p to date
Remarks QQ^A- -f/T* 1 "> < "K <rf~ M OATT ( \V\-Y) 6V3(/}

rfv /3 ~7 yi f*- / I/I /*" f f~f 0 /y

DN/A
DN/A

/

DN/A

"" P?/* <%O£M }$ shCdniA i \A f '
1 T"^ I* t^^^-fc^^VA^ ] V ̂ ^1 • 1 I * t V

Permits and Service Agreements £/
D Air discharge permit j-*-.,-̂ . Q Readily available
D Effluent discharge/M^'' ̂ ~> JZT Readily available
D Waste disposal, POTW $ Readily available
D Other permits D Readilv available (

Remarks \AJ/?<3fe.- "yl/LS<Vl(
' """"̂  /r/OTv",

^/ l\ C/^i ly*^ N

Gas Generation Recerds '
Remarks

i — -H^r^-ff^Vjz^ ^ \K£L
(y^tff^p \)/?<r
I s^^r&™^ f «L-' ^/ r./ I

D Up to date
D Up to date
D Up to date
D Uf| to date

"V Ct j-

DN/A
DN/A
DN/A
DN/A ,

"u-tf

D Readily available D Up to date D N/A

Settlement Monument Records D Readily available
Remarks

Groundwater Monitoring Records JL\ Readily availaWe
Remarks ^Cg^W r&COri5\.& I SI f a-rt^s£ &-rr7£4L-

£$_&-fe\ ffj~ L-

Leachate Extraction Records
Remarks

pF=tfr- f ""
D Readilv available

(/Discharge Compliance Records
\n_Au^__— """ D Readily available

D Water (effluent) JZ'Readily available
Remarks

Daily Access/Security Log& r-i » D Readily avaiJ^ble
Remarks *~* ty'L&-<?'\ P'&LC r f O £(<£;*& <+~&*~Q?*

£' "

D Up to date

D Ua to date
' f\if/fa>->*r f { i^> i «-

D Up to date

D Up to date
D Up to date

D Up to date

DN/A

DN/A^
'Y-e^r

DN/A

DN/A
DN/A

DN/A

IV. O&M COSTS

1. O&M Organization
D State in-house
D PRP in-house
D Federal Facility in-house
D Other

D Contractor for State
D Contractor for PRP
D Contractor for Federal Facility



2.

3.

O&M Cost Records
D Readily available
D Funding mechanism/ag
Original O&M cost estim

Total

From To
Date

From To
Date

From To
Date

From To
Date

From To
Date

D Up to date
reement in place
ate D Breakdown attached

annual cost by year for review period if available

D Breakdown attached
Date Total cost

D Breakdown attached
Date Total cost

D Breakdown attached
Date Total cost

D Breakdown attached
Date Total cost

D Breakdown attached
Date Total cost

Unanticipated or Unusually High O&M Costs During Review Period
Describe costs and reasons: _

n J /• rj n
iMWV^^I'tC V

M l f f l rVfly^f|f UHA 1 "V*FVV

n
ra \ n/f) .6Ucv«y

"#4 jj y\/Vfi(Aj KAV^A -n) r̂ |) VOT// /pi>wMp
/ ' I y 0

V. ACCESS AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS D Applicable D N/A

A.

1.

B.

1.

C.

Fencing

Fencing damaged
Remarks ^M^5 -/"

<-> ^ I

Other Access Restrictions

Signs and other security
Remarks

Institutional Controls (ICs)

D Location shown on site map n Gates secured i C1N/A/ *

/ V O f

measures D Location shown on site map D N/A



1.

2.

D.

1.

i

3.

A.

1.

B.

Implementation and enforcement
Site conditions imply ICs not properly implemented
Site conditions imply ICs not being fully enforced

Type of monitoring (e.g., self-reporting, drive by)
Freq ue nc y fl5£j£f?c^M WO .̂ •*
Responsible partv/agencv C - l \ J f>) C. 4^1
Contact ' ^^ U

DYes DNo D N/A
D Yes D No D N/A

. , - / - I,
^lls/d'nnktw wdls I PfrtykJ"( W£U£
l'^^ r / rnj^irf , .i(

VfcJ^rra. l/iteifeJ Wte
Name f^e^^jCn^ 1 Title Date Phone no, ,

l^^^^^^be// 2£*{< ~'̂ ^ ^J^'t.
Reporting is up-to-date j0Yes D No D N/A
Reports are verified by the lead agency 0 Yes D No D N/A

Specific requirements in deed or decision documents have been met /£j Yes CL No ED N/A
Violations have been reported D Yes J3No D N/A
Other problems or suggestions: D Report attached

Adequacy D ICs are adequate
Remarks j » / .^

lAjawW \\{J^-\v (#&>• tifi. f)c
\n\A\ — v7/?^~ fffrt fff*flV '1 1& ^1 • LAX I t-L»*tx' A ^&^ \ *• ̂ t̂S' "~

General

Vandalism/trespassing D Location shown on site
Remarks

y i /

Land use changes on site S^N/A /•) A __
Remarks AJUi'̂ .? — ht^Ci-Sr^l dt*- (<&£/

D ICs are inadequate D N/A

ifrXhjOuiftfjp^T) COVCr QA*Q\r-£, CtrL
/

map lS.No vandalism evident

Land use changes off site . D N/A /J (\ 1 / , ,. ^ / ( JL_
Remarks /\^ (^(tUj'hn^ ^Z*£| 1 (f^ 1^ ^OV^ L |j?ZY /

S^xfA ^ (A^J?^)

VI. GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS

Roads D Applicable D N/A

Roads damaged D Location shown on site
Remarks

Other Site Conditions

map |SfRoads adequate D N/A

/

¥?___



Remarks.

z
Z

VII. LANDFILL COVERS D Applicable D I/A

A. Landfill Surface 7
1. Settlement (Low spots)

Area! extent
Remarks

2.

3.

4.

Cracks
Lengths_
Remarks

Erosion
Areal extent.
Remarks

Holes
Areal extent.
Remarks

D Location shown on site map D Settlement not evident
Depth

Z
D Location shown opsile map D Cracking not evident

Widths Depth

Z
D Location/shown on site map

:pth_
D Erosion not evident

z
\ D Lpcation shown on site map

De/th
D Holes not evident

Vegetative Cover D Grass D Cover properly established D No signs of stress
D Trees/Shrubs (indicate size and locations on a diagram)
Remarks / .

Alternative Cover (armored rock, concrete, etc.)
Remarks /_

DM/A

z
Bulges
Areal extent /
Remarks /

D Location shown on site map D Bulges not evident
Height

Z

Wet Areas/Water Damage
D Wet ar/as
D Ponding
D Seeps
D Soft subgrade
Remarks

D Wet areas/water damage not evident
D Location shown on site map Areal extent_
D Location shown on site map Areal extent,
D Location shown on site map Areal extent,
D Location shown on site map Areal extent.



9. Slope Instability
Areal extent
Remarks

D Slides D Location shown on site map D No evidence of slope instability

T-
B. Benches D Applicable D N/A /

(Horizontally constructed mounds of earth placed across a steep landfill side slope to interrupt the slope
in order to slow down the velocity of surface runoff and intercept and convey trie runoff to a lined
channel.) /

1. Flows Bypass Bench
Remarks

D Location shown on site map D N/A or okay

2. Bench Breached
Remarks

D Location shown on siteite map D N/A or okay

3. Bench Overtopped
Remarks

D Location shown on/ite mapincite D N/A or okay

C. Letdown Channels D Applicable D N/A
(Channel lined with erosion controj m^fe*iprap, grout bags, or gabions that descend down the steep side
slope of the cover and will allow theSqn^ff wat^r collected by the benches to move off of the landfil l
cover without creatine erosion °uT

1. Settlement
Areal extent_
Remarks

D Location shown on site map D No evidence of settlement
Deptl

2. Material Degradation D Location shown on site map D No evidence of degradation
Material type / Areal extent
Remarks /

3. Erosion
Areal extent_
Remarks

D Location shown on site map D No evidence of erosion
Depth

Undercutting
Areal extent /
Remarks /

D Location shown on site map D No evidence of undercutting
Depth

Obstructions Type
D Loca/ion shown on site map
Size_^l
Remarks

D No obstructions
Areal extent



6.

D.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

E.

1.

2.

3.

Excessive Vegetative Growth Tvpe
D No evidence of excessive growth
D Vegetation in channels does not obstruct flow
D Location shown on site map Areal extent
Remarks

Cover Penetrations D Applicable D N/A

Gas Vents D Active D Passive /
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning D Routinely sampled /D
D Evidence of leakage at penetration D Needs Maintenance /
D N/A /
Remarks \ 1 /

x\K /-^->^4> /
Gas Monitoring Probes ^v /
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning CJ Routinely^ampled D
D Evidence of leakage at penetration D Needs Maintenance D
Remarks /

/

Monitoring Wells (within surface area of landfi l l ) /
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning D Routinely sampled D
D Evidence of leakage at penetration ly Needs Maintenance D
Remarks /

//

Leachate Extraction Wells /
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning D Routinely sampled D
D Evidence of leakage at penetration / D Needs Maintenance D
Remarks /

//

Settlement Monuments D Ilocated D Routinely surveyed D
Remarks /

//

Gas Collection and Treatment / D Applicable D N/A

Gas Treatment Facilities /
D Flaring 1ZJ Thermal destruction D Collection for reuse
D Good condition /D Needs Maintenance
Remarks /

//

Gas Collection Welte, Manifolds and Piping
D Good condition/ D Needs Maintenance
Remarks /

//

Gas Monitoring Facilities (e.g.. gas monitoring of adjacent homes or buildings)
D Good condition D Needs Maintenance D N/A
Remarks

)/

/

Good condition

Good condition
N/A

Good condition
N/A

Good condition
N/A

N/A



F. Cover Drainage Layer D Applicable DN/A

1 Outlet Pipes Inspected
Remarks

D Functioning ON/A

z
2. Outlet Rock Inspected

Remarks
D Functioning DN/A

Z
G. Detention/Sedimentation Ponds D Applicable DN/A z
1. Siltation Areal extent,

D Siltation not evident
Remarks

Depth, DN/A

z
2. Erosion Areal extent,

d Erosion not evident
Remarks

Depth_

3. Outlet Works
Remarks

D Functioning D N/A

Z

Dam
Remarks

D Functioning D N/A

z
H. Retaining Walls D Applicable

1. Deformations D Location shown on site map D Deformation not evident
Horizontal displacement / Vertical displacement.
Rotational displacement
Remarks

L
2. Degradation

Remarks
D Location shown on site map D Degradation not evident

I. Perimeter Ditches/Off-Site Discharge D Applicable D N/A

1 Siltation
Areal extent.
Remarks z7_

D Location shown on site map
Depth

D Siltation not evident

Vegetative Growth D Location shown on site map
D Vegetatiem does not impede flow
Areal extent Type
Remarks

DN/A



3.

4.

Erosion D Location shown on site map D Erosion not evident
Area! extent Depth )
Remarks /

/
s

Discharge Structure D Functioning D N/A /
Remarks /

/
S^

VIII. VERTICAL BARRIER^VALLS D Applicable D N/A

1.

2.

Settlement D Location shewn on site map D Settlement not evident
Areal extent Dpfnh
Remarks /

/
S

Performance Monitoring^ Type of monitoring
D Performance not monitored
Frequency / D Evidence of breaching
Head differentiae
Remarks /

'

IX. GROUND WATER/SURFACE WATER REMEDIES D Applicable D N/A

A.

1.

_ .

3.

B.

1.

2.

Ground water Extraction Wells, Pumps, and Pipelines D Applicable D N/A

Pumps, Wellhead Plumbing, and Electrical
D Good condition -D All required w^lls properly operating D Needs Maintenance D
Remarks &};-( <&( 0 & &Z& (AvS.Lf H 0"f~ fitf. (5*f-)

7 / / / / 'Q/'/^rZ^ sbptAjfr? (?t ^t^7 b/^/f
/ \i \

Extraction System Pipelines, Valves, Valve Boxes, and Other Appurtenances
D Good condition . D Needs Maintenance t ,
Remarks ~^&7 ~~ '^ff ne.r^~ 0 ' \f?( ' ') 'l*Ji "r-p ~J>(^<^^-

rj^ Co$i jLtX/isks^ V/tffl ^ iAtf^ws~p fa IP?-£ IrJ^d
— 7 ft

N/A

Spare Parts and Equipment
^Readily available D Good condition D Requires upgrade D Needs to be provided
Remarks

Surface Water Collection Structures, Pumps, and Pipelines D Applicable D N/A

Collection Structures, Pumps, and Electrical
^/xGood condition D Needs Maintenance

Remarks

Surface Water Collection System Pipelines, Valves, Valve Boxes, and Other Appurtenances
D Good condition D Needs Maintenance
Remarks

^7



3.

C.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

D.

Spare Parts and Equipment
D Readily available D Good condition D Requires upgrade U
Remarks

Treatment System D Applicable D N/A

Treatment Train (Check components that apply)
MZT Metals removal D Oil/water separation D
yX^ i f *

MAir stripping tyQ Carbon adsorbers
D Filters
D Additive (e.g.. chelation agent, flocculent)
D Others
}P<Good condition D Needs Maintenance
[^Sampling ports properly marked and functional

^^Sampling/maintenance log displayed and up to date
^K.Equipment properly identified - _ <, /) i/l
D Quantity of around water treated annualh^Z-t 7 /U ( U®^ WL-/W&

•-O-^uantily--elLsurface--water treated annually (J f\
Remarks Cll*j Jlf "PT)D -4f$-C ^A^~- d&iXm. C/r~f~kC(\6L T2Ov r^s ^ ^

Electrical Enclosures and Panels (properly rated and functional)
D N/A $ Good condition D Needs Maintenance
Remarks

Needs to be provided

Bioremediation

J UJjJLcf^- W&J$A^(A.(.

'

Tanks, Vaults, Storage Vessels
D N/A rjZJ Good condition \>^ Proper secondary containment D Needs Maintenance
Remarks

Discharge Structure and Appurtenances
D N/A t^Good condition D Needs Maintenance
Remarks

Treatment Building(s)
D N/A ^-Good condition (esp. roof and doorways) D
SvChemicals and equipment properly stored
Remarks

Needs repair

Monitoring Wells (pump and treatment remedy)
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning D Routinely sampled D Good condition
D All required wells located D Needs Maintenance D N/A
Remarks

Monitoring Data

1. Monitoring Data
^M Is routinely submitted on time D Is of acceptable qua l i ty

7. Monitoring data suggests: ,
^Groundwater plume is effectively contained ^Contaminant concentrations are declining

",



D.

1.

Monitored Natural Attenuation

Monitoring Wells (natural attenuation remedy)
D Properly secured/locked D Functioning D Routinely sampled D Good condition
D All required wells located D Needs Maintenance D N/A
Remarks

X. OTHER REMEDIES

If there are remedies applied at the site which are not covered above, attach an inspection sheet describing
the physical nature and condition of any facility associated with the remedy. An example would be soil
vapor extraction.

XI. OVERALL OBSERVATIONS

A. Implementation of the Remedy

Describe issues and observations relating to whether the remedy is effective and functioning as designed.
Begin with a brief statement of what the remedy is to accomplish (i.e., to contain contaminant plume,
minimize infiltration and gas emission, etc.).

B.

C.

(Mil HMu^nihuiW 8u£&m/\ i '

Adequacy of O&M

Describe issues and observations related to the implementation and scope of O&M procedures,
particular, discuss their relationship to the current and long-term protectiveness of the remedy.

Early Indicators of Potential Remedy Problems

In



Describe issues and observations such as unexpected changes in the cost or scope of O&M or a high
frequency of unscheduled repairs, that suggest that the protect! veness of the remedy may be
compromised in the future.

D. Opportunities for Optimization

Describe possible opportunities for optimization in monitoring tasks or the operation of the remedy.


